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'Shaw 'chosen as Edunrdsville 'head
By Bonnie Gamble
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer
The SIU Board of Trustees named
Kenneth A. Shaw president of the Edwardsville campus Tuesday .
Shaw, a native of Edwardsville, is an
associate professor of sociology at
Towson State University in Baltimore,

~~d~~iCha:ff~~ :~~e !~~id:rt t~!
university.

"I feel it's an honor and a tremendous
professional opportunity." Shaw said
Tuesday . He was in Edwardsville
meeting various conStituency groups 9n
the campus .
Shaw. 'n, succeeds John Rendleman
who died March 4. Andrew J . Kochman
and Ralph W. Ruffner were acting
presidents in the interim . Over 200
applicants were reviewed for the
position.
.

Shaw said his duties will begin Jan. 17. =:~.!~~ssor .!ll the School of
A bachelor, Shaw wiD be paid $48,000
annually and will live in the president'S . The new president said be plam to
wort with the commUDity in identifying
official residence.
Ivan A. Elliott Jr., chairman of the problems which ' exist and with the
Board of Trustees, said he was "just academic community in determining
delighted" wi~ Shaw's selection. "The which problems havt> the highest
president of Towson said be (Shaw) was priority and how they should be- .
the best unive.r sity administrator he had resolved.
ever met," Elliott said.
~~:~
~en:E':.-::!v'tfi!:
KeJlDeth
W
Shaw will be granted tenure as a
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SIU Board Staff
called go-between
By Bonnie Gamble
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
James M. Brown, general secretary

~e~t:~U ii::3~' ~~~ ~fsC~lil.c~~~~

as a go-between for the system and the
state.
In detailing 33 activities of the board
staff, Brown said, multiple institutions
in a system , a board staff has been
called in almost routinely to coordinate
its efforts," he said. The SIU System includes the Carbondale and Edwardsville campuses and the Board of
Trustees.
The office of the Board staff was
created in 1970. In detailing expenditures of the office, Brown said that
each year his office has spent less
money than had been allocated. The
funds were then transferred back to the
two campuses Brown said. "We have
actually managed to benefit the institution materially, " he said.
"Whatever we have left that ' s
available (this year) will go to Edward-

sville, " Brown said.
Brown defended salary increases for
the board staff. Of $13,200 available for
salary· increases. $11 .400 was used. He
said salaries were raised two and a half
per cent.
In response to questions. Brown said
he personally felt SIU would be better
off to return to a more centralized
system . He said too often the two cam puses have worked separately and that
collective strength is needed.
The role of the board staff,Brown
said, is advising the board on decisions
and helping it to live with those
decisions. The board staff also advises
the board on activities pertaining to
each campus.
"We serve an advisory role. We tell
them where the problems a\"e. and
sometimes they ask us for recommen dations." Brown said.
Brown emphasized that the board is a
" creature of the state." "Our primary
responsibiltty is to the cause of higher
education generally and to SI U
specifically," Brown said.

Shouldering the load of explainii!g the 51 U Office of 'the Board 5taff
to Faculty Senate members, James M. Brown describes his role as
general secretary for the intrasystem administrative unit. He told
the senators Tuesday his board staff coordinates the activities of the
three 51U System entities: SIU-C, 5IU-E and the Board of Trustees,
and acts as a go.between for the system and state govenvnent.
(5taff photo by linda Henson)

Senate calls (or spring referendum

Faculty vote on bargaining scheduled
will settle the matter ," said Jackson .
By Joel Spenner
The resolution also states that the
StudeDt Wrlt..r
The Faculty Senate voted Tuesday to results will be forwarded to the Board of
hold a faculty-wide referendum on Trustees through appropriate channels
for its response.
collective bargaining in the spring .
According to the resolution . a
The Faculty Senate vpted to hold the
referendum upon the rkQmmendation majority of the faculty who voted in a
similar
referendum in the spring of 1976,
of its Faculty Status and Welfare
Committee. The committee had earlier voted in favor of collective bargaining at
been asked by Herbert Donow , president SIU-C. The resolution also states that
of the Carbondale Federation of "collective bargaining appears to be an
University Teachers (CFUT ), to sponsor increasingly common method used by
college faculties to gain economic
the referendum .
The faculty voted to have David security."
The Faculty Senate also voted to urge
Bateman, vice-president of the Faculty
Senate, prepare the ballot so that the the Board of Trustees to reinstate sixtotal count would reflect academic month sabbatical leaves for the faculty
constituencies, academic rank, tenured at SIU-C. similar to the sabbatical leave
and non-tenured faculty , full and part· policy at SIU-Edwardsville.
Prior to 1974. when SIU-C went to the
time faculty. and term and continuing
contract faculty. with careful note given semestl!r system . sabbatical leaves
to those voting no' opinion or not voting . could be for two quarters or six months
John Jackson , president of the Faculty at full payor four quarters or one year at
.
Senate. said the results " will provide half pay .
Under the current semester system.
some fodder for whoever wins the
sabbatical leaves are for one semester
referendum .
" I think that in the past, too many or 4' , nionths at full pay, or two
people have attemrted to speak on how semesters or nine months at half pay .
James A. Tweedy, associate vicethe faculty fee ab~t collecti·~e
bargaining. and I hope thiS referendum president ror academic affairs, argued

before the Faculty Senate that allowing
six-month sabbatical leaves with pay
would result in increased teaching loads
on the faculty. He said that each college
would not be able to hire replacements
for the faculty on leave because of
budget constraints.
Jackson said the Board of Trustees is
scheduled to consider an interim sabbatical policy for SIU·C at its December
meeting which would .reaffirm the
present policy.
Jackson said the Faculty Senate plans
to oppose the present policy because "in

too many cases, 4'h months is just not
long enough."
Jackson said (ormer Vice President
Willis Malone had promised the faculty
that the changeover would not disadvantage them. " But I think tbe faculty
got rooked on the matter ," said Jackson .
An ad-hoc committee was also appointed to review the faculty grievance
document. Those appointed were Pat
Carrell and Ned McGlynn, members of
the Faculty Status and Welfare Committee, David Bateman, vice president
pf the Faculty Senate, and John
Jackson, preSident of the Faculty
Senate.

Gus says 51 U-E may be Shew's

Pygmalion.

-Cultural Affairs head
I'esignsfrom -S GAC
Is

M lit

. h

~~t~!t:'e:t ~~~

Lee Tews has resigned as chairperson
of the Cultural Affairs Committee of the
Student Government Activities Council
(SGAS) in the wake of a concert by a
Georgia-based musical group which left
Shryock Auditorium damaged.
Tews, a senior in jounalism. served
four semesters as head of the committee, which books entertainment with
student fee financing .
Tews was unavailable for comment
Tuesday , but Toby Peters. chairperson'
of SGAS, said Tews resigned " for personal reasons. " Peters said Tews
resigned verbally Tuesday afternoon.
- ·'It's unfortunate that he had to resign
because Lee is a very talented individual. a good promoter and has
brought some excellent programs to
SIU ," Peters said .
The Cultural Affairs Committee
sponsored the Atlanta Rhythm Section
concert at Shy rock Saturday night.
Jo Mack Witwer . auditorium
manager. said the performers damaged
a wall , parts of the proscenium and that
" more than the usualliumber of seats "

were damaged by cigarette bur
duririg the concert. She said there ha
also been drinking in the auditoriwn.
While Witwer stressed that Shyrock
not complaining and SGAC fees wiU pa
for the dama~e , she added that it is
management s responsibility not
allow smoking or drinking.
" There are reasons. for the rules .
expect a lot of building usage, but we'
concerned about the protection ~f
audience. " Witwer said.
.
Witwer said she is not recommendi
that non-student oriented shows
. restricted to Shyrock .
Peters said the Cultural Affai
Committee will begin negotiating f
"other places like Shryock for concer
to be held. depending on the group."
Peters further stated that damag
done was caused - by " lack ' 0
cooperation in some areas with the pe
formers." He sa id conditions resultin
in Saturday's damage will be improve
in .future concerts.
The committee will begin a search f
a new chaiq>erson . Peters urged i
terested person to contact him at
office on the third floor of the Stude
Center .

Wews 7round,up
:.::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::.:::::::.:::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::

Performing on the uneven parallel bars, 51 U gymnast Beth Sheppard displays the form she added to the team this year after being
out two years because of injuries. The 20-year-old junior was back
in full shape Saturday when her team was host to the Collegiate
Classic gymnastics meet which featured four of the top five teams
in the country last year. 51 U placed third and expects to compete
for the national championship this year. (Staff photo by Marc
Galassini)

~High-risk'

students
to get swine flu shots
By Joan Pearlman
Dally Egyptian stair Writer
SIU students considered to be in a high
risk category will probably r:eceive
swine flu shots by the end of November,
but Health Service officials do not know
when the vaccine wiU be available to the
general public.
Dr . Don Knapp , Health Service ,
medical director, said Tuesday that
swine flu shots will be given at the
Health Service to quadriplegics ;
paraplegic ; individuals with chronic
debilitating illnesses such as diabetes l a
history of cardiovascular disease With
previous myocardial infarct (heart attack.) or stroke; and individuals with
chronic neurological diseases or
chronic diseases of other organ systems
such as lower respiratory, liver or kidney as soon as the Health Service
receives the bivalent vaccine. Bivalent
vaccine is used to immunize the elderly
~,!!~~~sons ~ith serious chronic
Knapp said that if the monovalent
vaccine (vaccine used for the general
public) does not arrive at SIU by Dec. 6,
the Health Service will not bold an
immlDlization clinic in the Student

Center.

If the vaccine arrives after Dec. 6 it
will be so close to the end of the semester
that it would be more practical for

students to get the Shots when they go
home. Knapp said.
" The rest of SIU 's swine flu program
is still very much up in the air like the
political football this whole program has
become," Knapp said. "Something that
could have been taken care of by
medicine on a private basis is stiU uncertain because of government interv ention . "
Charles Courier , immunization
representative for Region 5 of the
Illinois Department of Public Health in
Marion, said Tuesday that 64 ,000 doses
of bivalent vaccine arrived in Marion
Monday . He said he is expecting an
additional 62,000 doses this week.
The bivalent vaccine will be administered to anyone 60 years old and
older and to those in a high risk category
by Nov . 30. Courier said .
Courier said the only word he has
received on the monovalent vaccine is
that it will arrive soon after the bivalent.
"I couldn't say what they mean by
soon, " he added.
Knapp said he is concerned that
Jackson Countr has not received any
swine flu vaccme yet. "If there is an
epidemic sooner than one month after
the vaccine is administered it is very
questionable that the vaccine will be of
any significant protective value,"
Knapp said.
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Nine A rgentine leftists dead after army battle
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (APl -About 40 suspected leO -wing
guerrillas stormed a police station. near La Plata before dawn Tuesday
and nine of them died in the ensuing battle with police and army troops,
security s ources said. Four policemen were reported wounded.The reported assaUlt, launched in the face of a determined effort by the military
government to wipe out leftist guerrillas. indicates the guerrillas are still
far from liquidated.

Rhodesia said to have MOZambique army base
DAR ES SALAAM. Tanzania (APl -Mozambique claimed on Tuesday
that guer rilla-hunting Rhodesian forces using jets, bombers and helic'opters had crossed the border and attacked an army base. There was no
comment on the report from Rhodesian officials. Rhodesia has
acknowledged making at least tI ree previous raids across the border to
attack the camps of black nationalist guerrillas who are fighting to topple
the white minority regime in Salisbury . Mozambique, along with severalother black African nations, provide refuge and aid to the guerrillas.
A communique from the Mozambique Information Agency (AIM) jssued
here said the attack on the base near the Rhodesian border began last
Thursday. The agency said the Rhodesians quickly occupied the base. but
that fighting continued until Monday. when the government last received a
report from the area. AIM said that " a total of 3) aircraft took part, attacking from four ·directions. "After prolonged bombing the enemy dropped paratroopers and heliborne troops, some of whom were hit in the air
by the Mozambican People's Liberation Forces," the agency said. It
claimed seven Rhodesian planes were shot down.

Quebec separatist Pf.Jrty wins referendum vote
MONTREAL (APl -S~ulation and concern about the future of Canada
swept the country Tuesday after the election victory of the pro-separatist
Parti Quebecois in Quebec provincial elections. A number of politicians
and 'business leaders called for a quick referendum on independence
the French-speakmg province to get me question settled. Others said the
Quebec electorate had merely been turning out a government they didn' t
like rather than voting for independence.
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau told the Parliament in Ottawa
that the federal government will not negotiate' any form of separation with
Quebec or any other province but offered to have an early meeting with
Rene Levesque, the 54-year~ld Parti Quebecois leader and future
premier. " We have only one mandate," Trudeau declared. "That is to
govern the whole eountry.'.' Levesque has promised a referendum on
~cession within two years. Though once consi~red a radicaf. Levesque
assured Canadians that there will be " no Berlin Wall on the Ottawa
River" and generally campaigned on the alleged economic -failures of
Premier Robert Bourassa's Liberal government.

Death row prisoner, girlfriend try suicide
SALT LAKE CITY (APl-Gary Mark Gilmore, whose wish to die before
a firing squad has been delayed by a repriege, and his girlfriend were
found unconscious Tuesday in an apparent suicide pact. Authorities said
they believed both had taken rtrug overdoses. " He tried to take his own
life." prison medical technicia ~inI(nguay said of Gilmore. "He tried to
00."
Gilmore, who has contended he prefers death ·tn lan~uishin~ in prison
and asked a court to dL'iregard appeals on his behalf. was rushed from the
Utah State Prison to the Uniwrsit\' of Utah Medical Center. HL'i condition
. was listed as serious. but -hospit a l spokesman John Keahe~' said it was
believed Gilmore would pull through. Nicole Barrett, 3). was in a coma
and in critical condition al Utah Vallt,y Ho,<;pital in Provo. 40 miles 10 the
shouth. hospital offlCialc; said. She was rushed there at 9: 13 a .m . after
being found in her apartment in Springville. The development came one
day before Gilmore was scheduled 10 appear before th Utah Board of Pardons for a decision on whether it would commule his death sentence to a
lesser penalty .

Man pleads

,.discrimin~lion;
' hea~ing set '~

Obstacle course
Pedestrians at a marked cr;)5Swalk near Neckers are
forced to yield to an unidentified driver. This and other
crosswalks are marked for the safety of pedestrians;

hCMtever, impatient motorists can cause potential
hazards and inconvenience to pedestrians on campus.
(Staff photo by Joseph gskutas)

By H.B. Xop!owita
Dally Egypdu Staff Writer
A Carbondale man who says he was
denied ajob with the Jackson County
Ambulance Service because of his race
is scheduled to present his case Friday
before the legislative committee of the
Jackson County Board.
A hearing has been scheduled to
determine whether Cameron Browne,
517 E . Fischer St.. was discriminated
against by the supervisor of the
ambulance service and whether the
service is following Affirmative Action
guide lines in its hiring and firing
practices.
Browne, brought the c harge to
Jackson County Board mem ber
Walter Robinson a£ter being denied a
job by Frosty Cummings. supervisor of
the ambulance service. Browne, who is
black, worked for the service when it
was run by SIU. Currently there are no
black ambulance drivers employed by
the service.
According to Cummings, Browne was
not rehired when the service was
transferred to the county because
~;o~h~e ~~f~:~I:':~ei~:~~~~te job"

Robinson said the fundemental
question is whether Browne was fired
or not rehired. If Browne was fired the
ambulance service (ailed to follow the
county's personnel policy ,by. not giving
Browne 3<KIays notice. Robinson said.
If he was not rehired, the service
failed to follow Affirmative Action
guidelines by not advertising the
ambulance driver jobs . Robinson
added.
develop a comprehensive growth plan
"It's easy to say the man isn' t doing
for the cit y and that it might interfer
his job," said Robinson. "But are you
with the railroad depression project.
following
Affirmative Action? I'd just
The city's se rious needs. according to
like to see some written evaluations of
the memo. are the continuance of
his
performance,
and find out what the
education programs on money and
eval uati ons are based on. There has
hous ing management. continued expanbeen
no
written
evaluation
up to now."
sion of senior ci ti zens programs.
Robinson said he sees two issues in
facilities and programs for the hanquestion.
One
is
whether
racial
bias had
dicapped , a comprehensive growth
anything to do with Browne not being
plan ror the city. continued social serhired
.
The
other
is
whether
the
vices. the maintenance of data on the
amb ulance service has an equal
city's housing needs , youth programs,
opportunity
employment
policy
and
is
safety programs, storm warning
following Affirmative Action guidesystems and some type of public tran!jnes.
sportation. among other things.
Cummings said Browne was not hired
The important needs are listed as the
and not fired. He said he made it clear
development of a county-wide drug
to all ambulance drivers that they
abuse program. equitable assessment
wou ld have to reapply for their jobs
of real estate taxes, recreational
when the county ~ook over the service
programs. public parking and ad Nov. 1. He said all drivers were
ditional public facilities such as a new required to fill out applications .
library .
Following a six -month probationary
period, he said, e mploy es will be reLess important needs a re a lley im eva luated.
provements . . underground wiring and
Cummings said he was aware and
public dnnkmg fountains .
se nsitiv e to Affirmative Action
guidelines when he was named
supervisor of the service in October. He
said that sometime in mid-Dctober a
job description and announcement of
job openings was placed with the
Illinois State Employment Agency.
Cummi ngs said SIU drivers were
given the jobs before new applicants
University Mall ; Lakeland School to were considered. But he noted that only
University Mall ; Brookside Manor to one application was received, and that
Southgate; South U.S. 51 to SIU ; SIU to the ambulancc service "has to have
Murdale ; Evergreen to West Town;
trained people in it. " Cummings said
North U.S. 51 to the West Main Street the drivers who had worked with SIU
strip ; Oakland House to town central ; " knew the setup and the system."
and an interurban grid of Poplar, Mill,
"The ambulance crew was able to tell
Walnut and Oak streets.
me specific instances that raised
Another part of the multiple use plan questions as to Browne's ca~bilities,"
is a system of urban parks. Of the Cummings said. Cummings said such
proposed 9 acres of parks , some would incidents were "numerous."
be in areas with poor drainage conCummings said Browne had
ditions that not are suitable for apparently "made some mistakes in
residential development. Other parks tight situations."
would occupy vacant floodplain areas.
Cummings discounted an allegation
The city's Planning Commission has made by Robinson that Browne was
proposed development of a . short fired because of personality conflicts
segment on Pyles Fork Creek under the __wi~lr'the crew. Cummings said he was
Drainways-Greenways plan between aware of the conflicts but that in
Grand Avenue and College Street for the making his evaluation he "overlooked
next fiscal year. The money would come the personality problems."
from Community De.velopment Block
Grant Funds.
'u
Bruno said there is $20,000 in the
capital improvements budget . for appraisals of the approximately'20 acres m
In an article in T~ay's Daily
the Pyles Fork Creek area. The . Egyptian, the name 0( Warren Buffum,
proposed development would cost about associate vice president for rmancial
$52.000. Bruno said on Tuesday.
affairs, was misspelled.

Council gets development list
citing crucial needs for C'dale
8y Steve Hahn
Daily Egyptian Stall Writer
An increase in jobs and job opportunities for low and moderate income
persons , the development and implementation of a housing plan and the
Improvement of the city 's streets are
among the critical needs for Car bondale, a memo from the Community
Development Steering Committee says .
The memo, written after a series of
public hearings and advice from the
Community Development Division, was
presented to the City Council Monday.
After final statement of needs for
Carbondale is drawn up and approved
by the council, the city administration
will apply to the federal government for
next year's expected $2.5 million Com munity Development Block Grant.
Federal guidelines allow the city to
use the black grant for street construc tion ; code enforcement. hou si ng
rehabilitation; social services. such as
those concerned with e mploy ment ;
child care; drug abuse or we lfare:
sewer and water line improvements;

and public land acquistion.
Don Monty. assistant director of the
Communit y Development Division, said
the grant is part of an on-going threeyea r program . He said the city received
$2.9 million a yea r ago and $2. 7 million
this year.
On the list of critical needs the me mo
cal led for is a continued and
s trengthened health system for low and
moderate income persons, a plan to implement ways and means to continue
the city's role as an economic growth
center. expanded code enforcement. expanded child care programs, equal opportunity through affirmative action,
an immediate interim railroad crossing
at Hickory Street and the improvement
of downtown Carbondale.
The Co mmunit y Deve lopm e nt
Division disagrees with some of the
proposals included in the memo. s uch
as the listing of the proposed Hickory
Street railroad crossing as critical.
Monty sa id the s taff opposed listing
that . project as intria l because it is
duplicated und e r the proposa l to

Drainage hazards targeted

$1.8 million project up for vote
By Scott Singleloo
Daily Egyptian Starr Writer
The Car bondale City Council is
scheduled to decide Monday whether to
accept plans for a ~oject that city officials say would reduCi! storm drainage
problems and flood water hazards while
preserving the area's natural drainage
system .
The Drainways-Greenways project
would take about 20 years to complete,
cost about $1.8 million and encompass
706 acres, according to L.S . Bruno .
Orainways-Greenways project manager
from the Carbondale Planning Com mission. The Drainways-Greenways
project would use the natural drainage
system of surface water . water courses .
1100d plains. steep slop and wooded
areas In controlling the water runoff
rate and releasing accumulated storm
water over an extended time.
By using the natural drainage system
and detaining the storm water runoff
close to where it falls . the OrainwaysGreenways project would reduce the
need for downstream enginee,ring
facilities to prevent flood damage.Bruno said" the project would be " an

open space network of natural features "
providing for the multiple use of land not
suitable for urban development. The
land could be used for conservation ,
recreation and agriculture in addition to
providing drainage improvements .
Because of forest areas' value in
reducing runoff and erosion, and as a
habitat for wildlife. 230 acres have been
designated as forest preserves in the
city . Three areas . Pyles Fork Preserve,
University City Woods and Snyder Hill
Slopes are planned for the east side . City
Reservoir Preserve, Greater Hunter
Woods and Parrish Norwood Preserve
are planned for the west side.
To provide an alternalive urban
transportation system. 33 miles of no
auteways (for bicycles. pedestrians and
wheelchairs ) are included in the
Drainways-Greenways plan . The nonauto routes would generally follow
drainage easements. noodplains. and in
developed areas . alleyways .
-The routes would include : town
central Ithe corner of. Main Street · and
Illinois Avenue ) to the Eurma C. Hayes
Center ; Eurma C. Hayes Center to
University City ; University Park to

B ee your par,d on
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Loser's
campaign
.momentum
highly
ov~rrated .
.
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By Garry WUJs
We are already hearing fhe perenniaJ loser's claim
that be would have won if ... If this or that; but,
typically, if the ~mpaign had run a little longer. The
loser was gaining, and just needed that few extra days
to overtake the winner.
This is understandable as part of the alleviation
mechanism adopted to fight a letdown after so great

~ ~~o~~t ~~~~t~r~~f ~~~~fs~~~Oe!~

just insuperable. He was doing all the right things ; he
just needed a little more time.
This seU-protective ploy is understandable in the
loser and his workers . But it has crept , also , into
analyses and the popular lore on elections. It is often
said, now, that Humphrey would have beaten Nixon in
1968 if the election had run a week or two lon~er .
There is a fundamental error in such claIms . They
normally take a rate at which the gap is closing and
extrapolate from it a continuing motion that would go
right through the election date . There are many things
wrong with such an analysis .
The gap between candidates always tends to narrow
toward the end of a campaign . Those holding back or
considering a third alternative finally realize that the
only real choice is between two major candidates .
Some "go home" to their party ; some listen to the
assuaging rhetoric of the candidates . Differences
come less pronounced. The rate of change is geared to
the election date, and cannot be projected beyond it.
Much of the early talk about voting is just that-ta lk.
This is true of most " protest" votes. In 1968, George

~

j .

..

i .. :

Wallace got as' hi~ as a quarter of the vote in early
polls . But by e1ectlOO time that number had shrunk to
roughly half. There is a difference between the talkvote and tbe cast-vote.
But that difference does not register until the actual
voting time. draws near. Everything is geared to that
reality-point. The shifts that are going to take place
occur in relation to it. That is why we cannot take the
.•...•..:........:::::::::::.::::::::::::....

::::::::::::: :'::::::::::::::::::" ':::::::::

(9ommentary
.....:. .:::::.

narrowing-dow'n to this reality-point as if it were a
process caught at some midpoint, a process for which
we can imagine a hypothetical conclusion . The
election is the conclusion . No matter when it is held , so
long as it is preannounced , the shifts and adjustments
wilJ all be targeted towards it .
Going into the ballot booth is not quite like climbing
the hangman 's scaffold , but it has something like th e
same effect , a s described by Dr. Johnson : It wonderfully concentrates the mind . If the election were
a nnounced for a week later, the sa me forces of con centration would just be put off for a week, and the
same narrowing down would then lake place .
In 1968, labor activists turned out the normal
Democratic vote that had been flirting with the idea of
voting for Wallace . The close conclusion of that race
did not come about because Nixon was losing any of
his support. Humphrey just inherited, at the last

minute, twelve or thirteen percentage points of the
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had been held a little later, .
ActuaJly , Ford's supporters have even less excuse
than Humphrey's for claiming be could have won if
the race had gone longer. Ford quite early closed the
artificial gap caused by that odd moment, near the
Democratic convention, when Carter held both thE'
" protest " talk-vote and the partisan casting-vote. He
was a new face , an outsider, " anti-Washington." He
also presided over a restored party , and was its official candidate. He had the equivalent of Wallace's
early polls in 1968 combined with Nixon 's .
That kind of euphoric lead was bound to melt, and
rapidly did . But the very last-minute decisions being
made at the polls broke heavily for Carter, according
to the NBC polls . What happened was this : Both sides
of the artificial constituency giving Carter a 3 per
cent lead on Ford came to have doubts about him,
from the verv nature of their juxtaposition With each
other. The ;' protest " types wondere d at Carter's
dealings wi th the Daleys of ' this world. The party
types wondered at his loner ways and unconventionality.
In the end, however, enough of these came back to
him to give him the edge. And I think it was the partisans who hesitated longest and yet came round .
Carter won by a party vote , the majority Democrats
deciding they needed to join their control of Congress
and the slate houses to a restored Democratic
presidency .
Universal Press Sy ndicate

Parent training courses: Equal treatment for all
By Arthar Hoppe
Good news! The magazine Psychology Today
reports that commerical parent-training courses are
"growing by leaps and bounds" these days .
It's about time. For millions of years untrained
parents have been raising their children without
knowing how to do it. All they knew' how to do was
yell and scream and belt them one occasionally. No
wonder things are in such a mess.
But now, says the magazine, hundreds of
thousands of untrained parents have already learned
how to raise their children. The article, entitled" It
Changed My Life," examines four new programs in
this burgeoning faeld . And they sure changed the life
of Milton Haberdash.
Haberdash used to be one of your ordinary, run-of~ill, yelling, shouting, belting parents until he
underwent Parent Effectiveness Training, the
Parent Improvement Program, the Responsive
Parent Training Program and a study group in
Children: The Challenge.
Like any well-trained parent , the all-new
Haberdash exhibited delight on bumping into his tenyear-old son, Irwin. outside Irwin 's school.
"Good morning. Irwin," he said, extending his
hand and tipping his hat "I say this as all my
instructors inform me I must stop treating you like a
puppy being housebroken and start treating you with
the ~ and courtesr I accord other adults."
"Oh,' said Irwin. "It s you."

000NES8URY
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"Let us talk about topics of mutual interest in
order to es tablish and maintain a helping
relationship," said Haberdas h. " What are you
d~i,n~? "
.
.
"..
I m settlDg fIre to the school, saId Ir wlD.
"I won't ask you why because that would invite
you to blame others, offer excuses and dwell on
feelings. rather than behavior," said Haberdash.
" Instead, I will merely be prepared to extend my aid
if needed."
" Okay," said Irwin. "Got a match? "
"But in a friendly , nonjudgmental way, let me
suggest that you evaluate your behavior yourself, "
said Haberdash. " Is what you are doing helpful to
you?"
"Yeah," said Irwin_ " It'll help keep me from
flunking
toda y' s
quiz
in
Interpersonal
Relationships. "
"Let me ass ist you in constructing more
responsible behavior," said Haberdash. "Without
my exped enced counsel, your plan will be too
ambitious. You need smaller, more realistic ~oals so
you can make progress and enjoy success.'
"Okay," said Irwin. "I won ' t set lire to the school.
I'll just burn down the Interpersonal Relationships
classroom. "
" Allow me to reward your good thinking with high
:::::::::::::::::::::;::::::"

"

praise," said Haberdash. "And should your plan fail,
rest assured I won't punish you as punishment
causes loneliness, isolation and hostility."
" Swell," said Irwin. " Where's the match?"
"First, in order to strengthen your motivation and
i~cr~ase your involvement with me as your parent,
I d like you to make a solemn commitment to your
plan. " said Haberdash. "Which would you prefer, a
handshake, a verbal agreement or this written
contract?"
"Where do I sign?" said Irwin. " Now, do I get the
match? "
" No, in treating you as I would any other matur•.,
adult, " said Haberdash, examining the document
' 'I'll see that you get one-te-ten for attempted arson:
Officers, do your duty l ..
" You rotten fink!" yelled Irwin, taking a wild
swing at his father as he was dragged away kicking
and shouting. Haberdash watched him go with some
ap~rehension .

, I'm delighted they ' ve trained us parents to treat
our children with the respect and courtesy we accord
other adults, " he said with a frown . "But now who's
going to train our childrer: not to treat us like puppies
being housebroken? "
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'Letters

Garry Trudeau

Death penalty column contained details In poor taste
[n view of your letters' policy of not
publishing leiters in " poor taste, " I
am somewhat aggrieved by Robert
Wren 's editorial on capilat punish ment. If we are to nationall y telev ise
executions, replete with the gruesome
sensory effects so colorfully described
by Mr. Wren , in order to "get a trlle
reading 0( what the American people
REALLY think of the death penally,"
let us also televise re~actments of
the murders for which these men
or women were convicted.
Show us the victim's pleas and

physical suffering , the murderers
callous disregard for human life, the
carnage, the absolute and total waste
I I needn 't provide detail as per Mr.
Wren I. Show us the heartbreak, the
menIal angUish , the loss and confusion of the victim's family . Show us
"rehabililated" convicled murderers,
released on probation after serving

~~~;r~a~~~~.:~t~~:.- ~f~~~

of society's desire not to ianict " cruel
and unusual punishment" upon the
wasters of human life. With these

'~\I~IOn!)

l u

)UUI

proposed

TV

spectacular, Mr. Wren , I will gladly
accepl your theory on getting " ... a
true reading ... "
As a final comment on Mr. Wren's
editorial, J would suggest that the
nexl lime he opts fOf' " no( even going
10 take a position on the matter" or foc

~:~i~:~!~~ ~~:1du::::~~!terf~e:1"05

when he does not state the cons.
John R. Wendling
Language Lab Tech II
Foreign Languages

Administrator praises Memorial Hospital facilities
Mr. Kaplowitz:
In refet"ellCe to your article 0( Nov. 10
on your experience in Memoriat
Hospital's Emergency Department. I
am very pleased that you considered
your ae-vice her-e satisfactory. I hope

also thaI you realize lhat ·upon enlering
the emergency room and being
examined and treated by a physician.
that you are experiencing something
musuaJ to the Southern D1inois area.
Memorial Hospilal is the only
hospital ia the area to service its
CIlfDmunity with a physician on duty in

lhe emergency room, along with the
phenomenon which is becoming more
rllleSt trauma nursing staff and s~ pronounced in communilv hospitals
The hospital and the locat
across the nalim_ medica; educatioo. .
medical .c:ommunily feel a strong
For too long" medical education, the
residenl and t:,e medical student were
respons.lbllll;V to the communily and
cmfined 10 public and universil\"
lhe UruYerSlty, to set' that adequate
eme.r gency med ical service is
hoIpital charily wa~ : now, that is
provided Noe to be melodramatic, bul
changj,~ and i1 will produC'l" a better
traum~ and medical emergencies are
experienct.> for the futun' ph~' sician and
by their very nature, very dramatic.
better ml-dicine for th<' p;Jl it'flt.
By the fad that Memorial Haspital is
I s:~ly hope you can handk' a ll of
serving. the communily in this way.
life's lrauma as well as you ""'01 10
many lives have '-" saved.
have handlt'd this one.
You also made mention of a
~:::'-:i~/'~~i ~~~~:::I::~:

personnel
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SIU

losing faculty while trying to gain prestige

By Robert Wren
Associate Editorial Page Editor
Well. the voice of officialdom has spoken . SIU isn 't
losing teachers solely because of low salaries after all.
In a report presented to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education OBHE ) last week . it was implied that the
University lost about 100 teachers because of low
salaries.
Robert E . Gentry. SIU vice-president for financial
affairs, felt obliged to clarify the implications of the
report in regard to salaries .
"Salaries are bad enough that they 're a significant
factor in the ability to keep people on or hire new
peoele. It's a matter of what you can ... and what you
can t quantify . We zeroed in on this one, " Gentry said .
It was reported last week that SIU is requesting the
largest budget increases in the state-among other
things, the University is asking for a 12 per cent increase in faculty salaries .
Let's take a euphoric stance for a moment and
imagine that SIU gets everything it -asks for ,
especially the faculty pay raises.
What then, will the University officials offer as
reasons for the continued loss of instructors along with
the failure to attract replacements?
Maybe it could be the "publish or perish" doctrine
recently emphasized by the University- the doctrine
used as an ax over faculty heads to divide their time
between teaching and research . SIU President
Warren Brandt himself said the balance should be
"about ~50." Fine. We can foresee SIU students in
the future walking around campus-half the time
thinking original thoughts and the other half quoting
research statistics as espoused by their instructors .
In the fight for a legislative override of Gov .
Walker's higher education vetoes. tpe University of
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Illinois , along with SI U and other state schools. a re
vying for salary increases for their faculty .
And in a ny question of university financing . the U of
I generally gets what it wants . It is . after all. still
considered THE state school and has . according to the
Chicago Tribune . a wor ldwide reputation to protect. It
was reported correctly last week that SIU's budget
requests were the highest in the state-that the U of I's
requests didn 't top ours is because they have so much
more to deal with .
So in view of the University of Illinois' protecting
their "worldwide reputation." let's consider SIU 's
"reputation" if such a thing exists .
For years . SIU has suffered from the label of being a
"party school ." which was. to an extent. unfair . There
were no more or no less parties on this campus than
most others .
Now . with an increase in enrollment, President
Brandt has proposed higher admission standards for
the University . which has caused no small amount of
controversy. But this is only a minor move in improving what semblance of a reputation now
possessed by the school. What the administration
seems to be after is that intangible known as prestige.
The question is , how much prestige can be gained if
the University of Illinois is still the honcho school of
the state?
Institutions of higher education all over the state are
hurting finanCially and. with the condition of the
state's overall budget, relief will more than likely be
slow in forthcoming .
And now that SIU has acknowledged that money
iso 't the only rea son faculty are being lost. maybe
they can concentrate on other reasons for faculty
leaving . such as morale.

In a column written last week on faculty vs . administrative salaries, a mistake of clarification was ....
made . It was noted that faculty members received a
2.5 per cent raise. What wasn 't m2t:1e dear was that
the figure 2.5 was an average figure, which was
pointed out to this office by some irate journalism
faculty members. who noted they received increases

on1~~ °rh~~e?: ~;t~~~~~ ~f~inJ-~o~~~~.

between
teaching and research. If that is the case (and apparently it is ), where does that lea ve us , the student?
Those of us that actually come here desirous of an
education will now labor under the thought that our
instructors are spending half their time doing
research for a publication that at least 50 people will
read rather than preparing lectures or modes of instruction .
The emphasis is definitely being placed on research
at this hallowed institution . Move over, Harvard and
Yale.
Easier ways do exist to improve the academic
stature of this Univerity that for all practical purposes
won't cost a dime. We start at the bottom .
Miles of type have been devoted to the loss in the
average student's ability to write a simple English
sentence. And in light of the University's direction
toward staJistical research, it's not going to get any
better here. But consider this :
At the University of Chicago (no slouch when it
comes to having a reputation ), freshman writing
courses are taught by tenured professors. At SIU, the
same courses are taught almost exclusively by
teaching assistants . Enough said .
Harvard and Yale have pr~cious little to worry
about.

Conserving energy rapidly becoming a lost art
By Steve Hahn

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

' .......

We Americans aren 't elephants, so to say. We
forget so very easily.
We don' t like to conserve or strain. We like to
grow old and f2t. Oh. occasionally when an
issue strikes close to hom e. we get a little riled.
but we' re basically a pass ivt'. contented people.
When you 're satisfi~, there's no reason to
change. We let things ride.
This particular tirade. if you want to call it
that. concerns energy conservation-1lr more
aptly, the lack of it . I know it's difficult in this
fast-paced world to think about anvthing, much
less our consumptiQn habits. so I'll be brief.
Item, Novem~r 1973: In kl"t'ping with "our"
national fuel conservation program . former SIU
Pn'sident David Derge order.; · thermostats
lowered from " 7'l nr 73 degrees" to 68 degrees.
Dl.>rge also onlers lighting reduced to the
" lowt.'St possible levels."
Item. :-<ovember 1976: Thermostats ofdered

set back up to 70. though the thermostats in
most buildings read from 7'l to 75 degrees.
Sixty-eight degrees is ".just a little abnormally
uncomfortable," Thomas Ingram . SIU superintendent of utilities tells us.
Item. November 1975: Auto corporatiollS announce that half of the top 10 sellers are com pacts or subcompacts. Only two on the list are
full size.
Item . November 1976: Eight of the top 10 best
sellers are big, two are compacts.
We heard all the admonishments from the socalled conservation nuts, but nothing seemed to
sink in. Even the subtle advertisments showin~
the long lines of cars at "your neighborhood'
Shell station didn 't work. How quickly we
forget .
We couldn't wear sweaters in our 68-degree
rooms, we ' had to tum the heat up to 72. We
liked those small cars. they saved us some
cash. but when it came to a small hunk of
metal. plastic and rubber , we need more status.
The little cars just didn't make it for the "man
on the go."
'
We put brick in our toilet bowls and made an

ex tra effort to turn out the lights. Some even
conserved food.
We fought the oil barons, threatening not to
use so much fuel, but again, it all drifted away
like some mysterious fog on a humid summer
night. After all. it was the price, not the conservation we were worried about. Remember,
cheap oil sure made livingeasy.
We went to hear environmentalists speak,
and even participated ourselves. We didn' t
drive around the block three times just to be 100
yards closer to our favorite pub. We joined car
pools and even walked. Occasionally we even
llSed "save" in our conversations. So the
following prose is offered:

-.---

Remember the days when white
tissue and low-phosphate soap were
in? Perhaps it was tbe same time litter was a God-awful sin.
But no more. We don't walk. We'd
never think about such a strain. Long
gone are the days when us f~aks
saved rain. We're fat and full, so
let' 5 not fret. Who cares if we forget?

~11y Egvpt~ _~ber
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'The Front' hits witch 'hunt

Allen's presence confronts '50s, 'McCarthyism
By Jeff Aaclerson

.
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Mostel and Herschel Bernardi to
be an extremely funny and
irrelevant film, right?
Wrong . " The 'Front " , is a very

Woody Allen, of course, is runny
but then Woody Allen could turn
"The Exorcist " or "Andalusian
Dog" intoa comedy hit. In this film,

namely the Communist " witch

person 011 the screen is Woody Allen
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This is also a serious role for Zero
Mostel. He portrays a blacklisted
actor who is destroyed by Freedom
Inrormation, a John Birch -like

Drama instructor Strasberg
relaxes as author of books
about actors as craftsmen
By WUllam Glover
.4.P Drama Writer
NEW
YORK
I AP I- Lee
Strasberg, the~itie man who put big
Method into
erican acting , is
celebrating~iS 75th birthda y on
Wednesday
maintaining a work
schedule th t includes teaching ,
acting, direc iog and writing four
books.

" This is the way to relax ," he
explains his formidable agenda .
" When you are not doing anything ,
yo u tense up."
Unwinding, along with selfsearching , are the main messages
which Strasberg has been instilling
in hopeful performers for a half
century through directing, private
lessons and , most of all, at that
sometimes controversial drama
center, the Actors Studio.
Along the way his pupils have
included Marlon Brando , James
Dean , Ellen Burstyn, Jane Fonda.
Dustin Hoffman , Steve McQueen.
Joanne Woodward, Al Pacino .
An imposing assemblage of
alumni and friends are giving the
mild-mannered but feisty guru a
gala party in the grand ballroom of
the Hotel Pierre Nov . 19, two days
after the calendar anniversary of his
birth in Vienna .
When he arrived in this country ,
Strasberg says, he had no interest in
a theatrical career, but drifted
. through assorted occupations. There
was some dabbling in amateur
shows in an East Side settlement
house .
Everything changed , however ,
when Italian star Elanora Duse and
the Moscow Art theater visited

Broadway in swift succession
Suddenly he knew what he wanted
and took lessons in the craft - "l
wanted to be an actor originally "with two diSCiples of the Russian
theater 's grand maestro. Constantin
Stanislavsky .
"1 learned the basic elements of
work which I then made use of, of
course in my own individual way ,
because these are not ru les and
regulations . The surgeon 's knife
depends on who the surgeon is and
how he uses it. ' ·
The future teacher broke into
stagecraft with the Theater Guild
and displayed a nair for comedy in
the several "Garrick Gait'ties ."
With Harold Clurman and others ,
Strasberg formed the Group
Theater , started to direct - and
Simultaneously found himself
teaching. In t947 he was summoned
to the recently formed Actors
Studio. Ever since . Strasberg and
the St udio have been synonomous to
the public a t large , which he regrets .
" Our people quite eas ily go into all
kind s of pla ys." he r e plies to
c ritici s m that Studi o pl ay ers are
introspective and over-eoncerned
with realism .
"Actually , if Marlon had simply
mumbled . he wouldn 't have gollen
all those award."
Misunderstanding of Method
acting he allows " was a s much our
fault as anybody else's ."
To rectify that, Strasberg is at
work on a book to give the public " an
idea of what the hell all the shouting
is about ... The problem of the ac tor ... The actor is the only craftsman
or artist who has no material outside
of himself to work with ."

blacklisted in 1950, play s a very

editor for his TV pilot prolongs the
ending by at least a half hour and
provides for most of the laughs, but
by no means turn s it into any
" Sleeper . " Some of the best lines
are very subtle and in the middle of
three-part conversations, making
them very easy to miss . The
audience rarely has any good belly
laughs . Remember that Woody

fiction to him.
The film was directed by Martin
Rill , who was also blacklisted in this
period. He begins with a ser ies eX
news clips of the early SO's , an erfective way of bringing the viewer
into thaI time period and develops
the main character well. However,
one is left wondering how much fact

ances.

This week the playbill, which
reatures a mixed rare of one comedy

,.

and one drama, will be held Thursday lIt 8 p. m . in the Laboratory
1beater, Canmunications Building.
The 1beater 4 production is free
and open to the public .

Sigma XI, the carbondale Chapter
of the Scientific Research Society
of North America presents

Dr. J.E. Cermak
Director, Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory,
Colorado State University,
Dr, Cermak is one of 22 outstanding scientists
chosen as Naticnal Sigma Xi Lecturers for 1976-77,

Thutsday,
Nov. 18
4 ·p.m.
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Theater 4 changes stage time
Theater 4 has changed times from
its usual Monday night perform-

when it comes to

best line in the film not for the
kiddies , but the violence in this film
is all guts and no blood, a rclreshing
r hange from the trend in popular
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were arfected by the House Un - front." a cashier who turns in
American Activities Committee and stories ror a rriend that has been
the blacklisting of anyone even blacklisted by the Freedom Infor-

b~t
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content. As a pure documentary, it
would
be
only
about
one- half the length of Walter
Bernstein'S scripl
Allen 's -or
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'Council to consider £.ederal grant r----------------~
Mg~g ~9-162}.
for relocating slum ·hou~ing residents
(jil%l·s
I
l

By Stne
DaOy EIJPU¥

a-.

swr Writer

"This program will be carried out
a voluntary basis where each in·
dividual owner wiu have the choice
rl participating or not. 1bere will be
no compulsory requirements im '

00

The City Council is scheduled to
consider Monday whether to ask the

101' W Wei....

be available 'ooly to homeowners

living 00 their 'property.
Monty stated that the program
would provide participants with
acquisition and relocation payments

•
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residents living in unrepairablesub'
s~agn:a~~~ allow the city to
buy and demolish the substa ndard
housing. relocate the residents and
sell the land for redevelopment
Don Monty. assistant director of
community development presented

procedures should they refuse to
participate. " ·Monty stated.
The proposal. like the curren t
$5.000 hrusi n!! grant program . will

housing.

to "bl~Sontt~ofgrtah~t haproposrd~ at I~~~intgo
"
,
~, '''''''''
solve."' Monty told the council.

Development Block Grant program
which allows it to grant up to $5,000
to rehabilitate a substandard home.
If the cost of the work is estimated
to be more than $5,000. nothing can
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BOSTON (AP) Among
100,000 visitors to "The Revolution" exhibit here, 47 per cent
have been classified in an informal survey as patriots on the
colonists'side.
They were rated by 8 Honeywell computer according to
their votes on four major Revolutionary issues - the Stamp
Act, the Boston Massacre

1 off.

:••

~ge
:
any lage Pizza
_1.00 off Ig. pizza :.
Nov 17 & 18
1.50 s a v i n g s · ·

stated. " It is felt that a significant
number
of those
will be
older residents
whoaffected
have developed
remain there.
INFORMAL POLL

1/2 OF F
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All Selected Items

All Items Discounted!
8 porn. - 2 8.rn.
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Pinball
Football

8unller Pool

Happy Hour
1-7 pom.
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•
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Our Systems Analysts will estimate your
chances of being accepted into law schools of your
cho ice plus schools scientifically selected to match
your profile. Cost? $12 . Send now for information .
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UYl5Qngsno - - .

LA\N SCHOOL?

•
•

(

HOUSing and Urban Development
would consider the application.
The proposal for a grant to cover
!~.\(~~~.e s s pecifies no dollar
The funds
city under
currently
receives
federal
the Community
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Sava 50 cents
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No Delivery Charge
Nov. 17-18 (Wed. & Thurs.)
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Carter called -on-by religious groups
to grant amn~~y.- · ~~ I.~afl· ,e-v~de:r-sjl '
CHICAGO(AP l-Tweive Chicagoarea religious organizations Monday called on President -elect
Jimmy Carter to collllider amnesty
for more than a million Vietnam
War draft evaders.
Leaders 0( .the groups released a
joint statement saying that thus far
Carter has sa id he is only considering a pardon for 4,400 draft
evaders. The statement urged the
. President-elect to grant amnesty for
" 790.000 Vietnam-era veterans with
'bad' discharges ... 500,ooo men who
failed to register for the draft.. .B,ooo
at -Iar~e desa:ters ... and thousands
of ciVilian resisters."
The plea for amnesty also was
backed by Fritz Efaw , the draft
evader who returned from voluntary

exile in England to address the
Democratic National Convention
last summer.
Efaw said that Carter seems to
understand that a large DUmber of
veterans with bad discharges are
the poor and blacks w.bo turned
against the war while in service.
" Then why does he go ahead with
a plan to pardon only 4.400 people
who will be overwhelmingly- white.
middlH:lass and college educa ted?" said Efa w.
The amnesty statement wa s
signed by leaders of :
Chicago Federation . Union- of
American Hebrew Congregations ;
Cle rg y and Lait y Concerned ;
Na tion a l Assembl y of Re lig iou s
Wom en ; Chris t United Church of

Chicago ; Episcopal Diocese or
C hicago ~ Board of Church and
Society. United Methodist Church,
Northern Illinoi s Conference j
Unitarian-Universalist Association
of Ch icago ; Ethi cal H
Societ y of Illinois ;
F edera ti o J"t ,,' P ri pc::t s

Guys and
Gals Blowcut
Exciting easycare hairstyling
for contemporary guys and
gals'. Precision cut, dynamite
styling - watch heads tum
your way!

Class on death offered
to high sclwol seniors

BIowcut. . .9.50
(Guys reg.
(Gals reg.

10.00)
12.(0)

By Charles Chamberlain
Cla ss work
al s o includes
Assodated Pres. Writer
discussions of euphem isms- such as
Elk Grove Village . (AP )-"The " pa ss a wa y ." " rest w ith God ,"
curta in of mystery about death is " kick the bucket " and " croak "-to
being rolled back- the subject is not a mock wake in the c lassroom . The
something tha t should be swept student s discuss reactions to the
under the rug," says a high school ~:~~I~~ ~~Jn~n~y~~~~~~.er , a 41lI:I'f::;~~~:!'e~has ISO students in
" If a s tudent is uncomfortable
Joe WeI1m
hi high school with any topic . he is excused from
takes the st~~~:on ~ield trips to the class and assigned other work .
~:'~~~J=ses. cemeteries a nd rsa
_id_W_
e l_lm_a_n_._ _ _ _ _--,

" We also have them write their
own obituaries, revealing how they
want to be remembered , how they
see themselves . This is a good wa y
to evaluate them selves ," s aid
Wellman . " We even have them draw
their own tombstones and epitaphs.
If they can't deal with the date of
death they don 't ha ve to put it
down."
Wellm an s a ys th e thr ee -wee k
death courses. open only to se ni ors.
are a " desensitizing thing a nd ar e
not in a n emotiona l atmos phere ."
" Whe n we go to funeral hom es we
don 't see a ny bodies . We visit the
pre parati on room and cas ket
room ." said Wellm a n. " We a lso
have mortic ians visit our classes .
They answer questions a nd ex plain
their attitudes about their work ,
their responsibilities t o th e
bereaved. and technical aspects of
embalming, coffins . wakes and
funerals. I would like to find a person who has a terminal illness come
as a guest speaker."

HAPPY
HOUR
from 2:00 • 3:00
on Mon. • Thurs.

All records reg. priced
at $4.95 and $4.76

Only $4.48

Values to $28.00

$10.90
Values to $19.00

SPORTSHIRTS
Values to
$30.00; $35.00

$24.90
JLNP SUITS
$49.90
DOWN-FILLED
.PARKAS

Bargains! Bargaiins! Bargains! What a Sale!
Like it 01' not _'w got to clear i~ries regardless 01 how _
cut and slash prices.
-.
Of cour-.e it's no bargain miess you gel real quality and style tor
your money. But, then you know lhat's what inIIIkes shoJIping hare a

..re 1t1ng.

20% OFF
LEATHERS
from

$8.90
GAUZE FLANNEL
NYlON SKIRTS

J_

$14.90-$24.90
Vall.~ to $48.00

SUITS

$12.90-$17.90
Valu.."'S to $26.00

20% OFF

SHOEs

Herrin
Downtown
M2-3793

DENM&
CORDUROY
JEANS &. SKIRTS
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F1ayorite Grade A

~ ., 29
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1'InII'.....

1lI.6!f
l-41l1.
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10-14lbs.
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1lI. ~ "-'--.....
5-7ll1c

m.1IIIIIiot

. . . . . Gr-.A

TURKEY
TURKEY
. . . . . Gr-.A

P.n

Butt Roast
WhIII
Pork Loin

llI.

Ow Own P.n

95

C

1lI.6!f

~

Turkey
e
'b.45

Boneless Ham

FWd

me

Sited

US.D.A. DllDIIaMIoss

1lI.*159

I

7gc

1lI.7!f
1lI.75C

It-141l1.

Jbbert

TURKEYS
GRADE A

5-9lbs.
10-14lbs.
18-22lbs.

1lI.75C
1lI.6!f
1lI.65C

IIon*a

Ham Slices
Cold Cuts
I'hiIIIIIpIIiI
Cream D1eese

III

~......

Chuck Roast

~ c..ud SnIabd

~

6IWlEA

18-221l1.

18-24
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Average

IIIIf

ruRms
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You Save when you set your Thanksgiving table with Wise Buys
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You save more, because you. save on more food items.
You can depend on us for far the best food values!

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES.
COCA-COLA •
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Der Deutsche Klub. meet\ni. nooo·2
~'~~~~~~~n~xe~c~~hC~~st~~~
~m . Student Center Corinth

f:.:.:.

M~~~~~~tramural

Basketball. of·
ricials ' meet ings . 7·8 :30 p .m . .
Arena .

lt~r:.I:.~~~~:tCCe~~~":i!!,:~
B. D. and Mississippi and Illinois
Itooms.
Spanish Club. meeting, 6: 30·8 :30
~:~StUdent Center Kaskaskia
Free School , massage , 7·9 p .m ..
Student Center U1inois Room .
SCAC Film . " The Seventh Seal. " 7 '"

Student
Center
9
p .m ..
Auditorium .
SIU Bridge Club. 7-11 p.m .. Student
Center Fourth Floor.
~'ree School. meditation. creative
relaxation . 7:»9 p.m ., Student
Center Macltinaw Room .
Alpha Eta Rho . meeting . 7:»10:30
p.m ..Student Center Ohio Room .
Shawnee Mountaineers. meeting , 810 p.m .. Student Center Roman
Room .
Little Egypt Grotto (SIU Cavers l.
meeting . 8-tO p .m .. Home

PiE~?~~i~p2~on. meeting. 7. 10
p.m .. General Classrooms lOS.
Chess Club . meeting . 7 p.m .. Student
\t'nter Activity Room D.

Ship~s

By Cbris Moenicb
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer
The Illinois Wi Idernes s Com ·
-mittee ( IWC ) wants people ,

owners but it emphasizes showmg
the advantages of studying the area
for wilderness designation, she said.
Theareaisooeoflhemoststudied

wilderness areas.
The IWC, convened by Illinois
wilderness advocates in May, is the
statewide nucleus for the wilderness
movement. They had their first
public meeting Saturday at the
Student Center.
Hillel , basic judaism , 8:»10 p.m ..
Steve Apfelbaum. IWC member
715 S. University Ave.
and graduate of the Unive rsity of
Salulti Swingers. square dancing , illinois in Champaign, said, " We are
7:»9 :30 p.m .. Davis Gym Room a concerned group of citizens trying
114.
~S~..':e~~~~I,~ndS under the 1964
Free School. advanced guitar. 7-8
p.m .. Pulliam 21l.
He said the committee wants to
Panhellenic Council . meeting . 7-9 build a base of supporters in
p .m .. Student Center Activity Southern Illinois, because almost all
Room A.
the wilderness area in Illinois is
Christian Science Organization . located there .
campus counselor. 8 a .mA p.m .,
A citizen ' s proposal for a
Student Center Activity Room C.
Informal Physics Seminar. 4 p .m ..
Neckers 410.
southwest of Carbondale was drawn
Print Show . 10 a .m .·no on '" 1· 4 up by s uch organizati~ns as the
p.m ..A1lyn Gallery .
Sa ngamon Wilderness Group in
Baptist St ud e nt Un ion . 9 :30 p .m . . December. 1975. Carol Long, (WC
Baptist St udent Center Cafeteria . member from Springfield said that
it had been initially drawn up for
Egyptian Divers . 5:30 p .m .. Pulliam 27.000 acres but ha s since been
Pool.
reduced to 20,000 acres and now
excludes pri va te lands .
A Wild e rness Study Area . said
Long . is the first step toward
desig na t ing a wilderness area . A
study area ha s no effects on private

area, it will. be a place for Illinois'
people to experience solitude and
learn about wilderness on its own
tenns.
Long said the land has 90 per cent
of Southern llIinois' mammals, two
of the states most outstanding
watersheds . limestone bluffs ,
vanishing animal species and is
about 70 per cent Forest Service
land . " In general , he said, the area
~i~~p'orts a di ve rse community of

.Sai: p~:nlt~:n~' C~~~tU~

Room C.
Alpha Kappa Psi, meeting, 7:3(}.J0

~!m ~~udent

wreck.

The freight er lost all its 29
crewmen when it sa nk Nov. 10, 1975
during a storm. It had departed
Superior. Wis .. the day before
loaded with about 26.000 tons 01
taconite iron-ore pellets.
But it soon ran into a storm with
winds of 50 to 60 knots a nd waves 01
:aJ to :Jl feet.
Because of heavy weather. the
ship hugged the north s hore of Lake
Superior and then swung down
towards Whitefish Bay for its
approach to the Sault Ste. Marie
locks.
During the voyage. the Fitzgera ld
remained in contact with another
freighter. the Arthur M. Anderson.
which at the time of the si nking was
about 10 miles from the Fitzgerald.
The Fitzgerald's captain. Ernest

Eventually they will publish a
newsletter and a . Midwest wilderness brochure and have regular
meetings . There is a five dollar
yearly membership fee and outdoor
excursions.
Long said Illinois has severa l
potential wilderness areas and they
are intent on organizing a statewide
IWC . " Wilderness brochure and
have regular meetings . There Is a
five dollar yearly membership fee
and outdoor excursions.
Lon!! said Illinois has severa l
potential wilderlless areas and they
are intent on organizing a statewide

~r::a~~ =1~Ui~ut~dS~~~ ::d.Wd~~~~;~~d~':if~~~~~

Center Activity
Student Government, Student to
Student Grant . 3-5 p.m .• Student
Center Activity Room B.
H~~~sT~:v~~Tt~rt~/-8 : 3O p .m.,

~~~~i~~I~~~~ssd::w:n th~~~~:
away from our structured and

hU~~i~ l~ie~i;~!~~eS:~d·Act. ac cording to Apfelbaum , helps to
prevent the erosion of our remaining
wilderness heritage . Federall y
owned lands , such as the Shawnee
National Fc~est, designated as
wi ld erness un aer the act by
Congress , are protected from
commercial enterprise and un ·
natural intrusion. Mining is allowed
until 1984.
There are t,;n members in the tax ·
exempt organization . The y are
trying to col!~t economic and
political help through citizen support. T hey are now building
membership and trying to get

"We picked this area for a
wi lderness study because it ha s
potential for eventual wiiderness
designation ." Long said. She added
that the area has three sections
se.p erated by roads. The land was

~~~~i~I~~~~~~1~ t:k~ ti;~i~:~ 1}~~I~!~:I~~edpe~~e~ ~r~r~~e

sinking remains
a mystery after a year
By Sergio Lilli
Associated Press Writer
CLEV~ LA ND .
I AP I- The
mysterious sinking of the Edmund
Fitzgerald s t ill holds its sec r e t
despite the release of und erwater
ph otog r a ph s s howing the s plit
section of its hull 530 feet under
Lake Superior .
Close-up pictures released by the
Coast guard show that the ship's
section lies upside down and its bow
section is rightside up in TI feet 01
mud. Coast guard officials refused
to comment about the causes of the

Citizens' group' urges designa(ion
lIf· wilderness study area in Illinois-·

Kathy Wood. IWC member from
Champaign . sai d no legal actions
has been taken on the study area
proposal.
Apfelbaum said. " It is the purpose
of IW C to generate interest. We are
r ea ching out and asking lor
economic and political help ."
To help their effort s to form a
Southern D1inois coalition. they are
preparing a wilderness narrated
slide presentation which they hope
to duplicate and circulate in Illinois.

~~tmN:~~t~r~~v~r~~ r.:~ue~

. ..-

Wilderness Study Area .

ri~4OOQDlX~CIX-

M. McSor ley. reported by radio on

~

the afternoon of Nov . 10 that the

s torm tort' down the s hip' s dt'C k
fences . damaged a vent and that the
ship had ta ken some water . But in
te;timony before a Coast Guard
board of inquiry. the ca ptain of the
Anderson. J.B. Cooper . said that the
Fitzgerald captain did not sou nd
a larmed.
The s hip was nevcr hea rd from
again No txxlics have ever been
recovcred . only a lifeboa t and
Ufejackets.
Although previous sona r s urveys
revealed that the F itzgera ld had
split in two, the photographs
released Friday provided the first
closeup view of the s hi p.
The phOiographs s how rips a nd
tears in thc s hip's side ann deck
where it split. The tears show
twisted s teel torn from its r ivets.
The vessel's two st'Ction. lie at
a ngles to each OIher with wreckagt'
and debris inbetween. Windows in
the pi lOi houSE' Wei'" shaltered and
there are various tears In thc bow
section.
Capt. Herbert Kotht' . who was In
charge of thc phot ographIC survey
taken in May. said the propeller on
the s tern section is nOi dam aged .
KOIhe said he could not say why
th..: !:tjll~ sank. a findilib ~iJ~t 'A'ii l hi"
made when the boa rd of inquiry
makes a report
.

," Ameriean Tap
Relax and enioy
The I\Iew 8 ft. TV Screen
TONIGHT'S SPECIAL

Bottle of Lowenbrau
Light or Dark-SCX

518 South Illinois
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Painter's Pants
in blue and white

Discotheque

has several openings for very

Excellent wages and an
incredible atmosphere. Apply
Wednesday or Thursday
afternoon between 3 and 4 at
BEEFMASTERS. Route 13 in

Ask for Dave Christian.
"\
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Bib Overalls
painter white, blue
pre-washed

"" ..........
His and He,
Now at

Carterville.

-

JUST ARRIVED!

Le Chic

special men--ond women 23 + .

;00.

-

~a~tts
s.
eo&

llinois

Jobs available on and of( ~campus
for interested students; -ACT ia must
necessary . November 29 through p.m .-8:30 a .m . and 3-4:30 p.m . ; two
December 10. hours to be arranged ; openings . tutors, seniors or
graduate students preferred. math
~~~;:~:n~. ~
b~ and study skills. hours to be
week . Mondays 8 a .m .-noon. ot!:r arranged ; one opening . junior or
en~lI~ f:!W-~!eaa~ud:~tm'::'S~e~ hours to be arranged ; two openings, senior chemistry major preferred.
current ACT Family Financial general oHice work. graduates hours to be arranged ; one opening.
Statement on me with tbe Olfice of acceptable. located a\ Little Grassy key punCh operator. cootinuation
Student Work and Financial Lake at Giant City. will pay tran- unUl spring term preferred. mor.
Assistance . Applications may be sportation charges. 8 a.m .-noon and ning hours.
orf Campus--one student needed
picked up at the Student Work or- noon -4: 30 p .m. ; one ol?ening. 40
words per minute typing speed
fice , Woodr. HaJJ-B, third noor.
Jobs available as of November 12 : necessary. major in zoology. biology :~~e~~ ~:e~PS:t~~~·. r:::hel;~
or life sciences preferred. 8 a .m .- November 13. 9 a .m .-S p.m .• call 457FalJ~i~54990.
Clerical-four openings, morning noon .
Janitorial- two openings. 12 :30- Spring IIp('fIings4:30 p.m .; one opening. 8 a.m .-noon .
Clerical-three openings, murning
Miscellaneous- two open ings . bours . three openings . afternoon
""';:ti l r ~r " l "''' C: r'1nrn i np' ~ nti ;t l. hours : one opening. typist·derical
temoon hours ; two openings. transit work. major in zoology . biology or
In the Student Senate candidates drivers . must be 18 years of age. life sciences preferred. 1-5 p.m.; one
statement ! in Tuesday ' s Dail y morning hours ; one opening . van opening. typist. continues through
driver for disabled students. 6:3(1 summer . morn i n~ hour s .
The following jobs for student
workers have been listed by the
OHice of Student Work and
Financial Assistance.

';:y

00"':::

NOV. 18
Fasting is a significant act of
solidarity with the world's hungry .
Fast For A World Harvest on
November 18. the Thursday be fore Thanksgiving . and send your
food money to Oxfam -Americil .
They'lI help hungry people all
over the world grow more -food.
Oxfam -America . 302 C o lumbus
Avenu e . Boston . Ma . 02116
(617) 247 -3304

~~~~:: Cr::iC~rt~;i~'g :~~errl~~

Beg your pardon

~~:i!~~ th:e~aii~~ofi~~~:l~

Peter Alexander is a political
SCience major and Jim Steele is a
freshman in journalism . Both Steele
and Alexander are candidates from
Brush Towers .
A headline over the statements
subm itted by cand idates from

~~:!:~:~ ~~\~~<"~~ ~~";f;t~::

~~llo:W~I~;o~~~a~~~y at~o °o~ ~~:
candidates subm itted statements to
the Daily Egyptian . there are four
names on the ballot .

SIU geology dept.
gets Amoco grant
SIU 's department of geology has
received an unlimited SI ,OOO grant
from the Amoco Foundat ion .
Chicago . According to the terms of
the grant. the money may be used
for any purpose except funding
endowments.
Russell Dutcher. chairman of the
SIU -C geology department . said
Amoco made the grant because 01
the company 's familiarity with SI U-

~~~~I~~~~~~~t~s~nd the high

NOW RENTING
New Mobile Homes
With Central Air

~\~
: , ni:! "?: ,::n-

Ox/am -America is funded solely
by indiuidual contributio ns and
re ceiues no gouernment support .

TurD Left from m. 13 E . onto Reed Station Rd.
for 'h mile. Only Minutes Away.

-All Electric
-2 Bedroom

-Wide Paved Streets
- Night Lighted

Just arrived! 10 New Mobile Homes
Available Now

~

~ma~!~F~!.~~!~~tion

~lAST

Break the Fast with a Simple
Potluck at Muldoon's, 106
S. Forest; phone 549-1051

" ...

For More Information, Call: 549-7387
Christian Ministries

~niyersity

CHANCE

This week is your last chance to order your 1976-77
SIU yearbook, the OBelisk II, at a savings of s2.00. By
complet ing the coupon below, and mailing it, or dropping it
by our office with your payment of s6.oo, you
can escape the .s8.00 price, which begins next week ( 11/22/76).
\

So~, don't
let the best years of
your life go by without
a remembrance.
Barracks ()8.46
Ofc. hrs. t'h>n.-Fri. 1-5p.m.
453-5167
(Just ~t of SI U Post Ofc,)

·r--------------------------------------Reserve me an OBelisk 11 at a lavlags of 12. .
"EDdosed' is S6. Good oW 11/11/71

MaD .. : OBelillt D, Barraeb - . 80utIIen IDbIaIa UIIhent&y
CarbaadaIe, n. IZIIl

NAME:~~------_,=_--~~~
/ --~=_~-----

LMt
PIe.ae Pifiii
P1rR
CAMPUS ADDRE88:_--'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
HOMEADDRE88: ______~-----------------a~

I.D. NUMBER:

~

~

_______

CIau F 8 J 8 0tIIer
ID tbe even& tbe OBelIsk D '77 Is DOt published, I udentaDd
I wiD be ________________________________
refuDded my II.
_______

S~

dt.t

~
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MORE THAN THE PRICE IS RIGHT at NATIONAL
-

•.

!'~ . . ,
~~

.•••

Yau Gat tha FINEST Fruits. Vagatablas

··":i ...;-. ; ;- ~. -.

0

FOR

0

0

0

,,

Nuts fOf

rt... ,

Larve Engllih In-SheIl Wolnub
" l ed Nubln-Shell
LMve SID Pecanl lrt-SlMll
Enonlh Wllnu1_b
Larve
Pecan_b
Flncy Fllberta In-Shell

K_

All

ZIPPER-SKIN

GREEN

Fresh Parsley

EASY-YO-PEEL

RfO.fIlPE

Tangerine,s

Fresh Cranberries
FlIESH

Fancy Mushrooms

1:18··'
1D'..r~_'",,'

1S C
lb.38 C
::'~t S3 C
lb.49 C
lb.49 C
3 49 C
lb.49 C

From Idaho

8ch.

FlIESHGAEEN

Brussels Sprouts
FlIESHTENOER

Broccoli Spears
TENDER

Golden Sweet Cam
FlIESHWHITE

Cauliflower Cutlets

Russet
Potatoes

I

~'SII!1

For

INDIAN .RIVER
An A _ Fruit ........ I GIft lllat WHt
P..... -,",-. A Iktmlutl ....... of ....
tIonal'l ' Dawn Dew' F_h Frulb, Eaper1Iy
Pieced to SIIow TheIr . "'uty, t .....
CeI....... Wr8PI*I Ind Topped Oft with I
A~ . A . . . utlful Frvlt ...... _
....
be I Joyful GIft of AM &11"11 .

_ wi.

•

~~~~ I~~=S

Grapefruit
LARGE, 38 SIZE, PINK MEAT

57.98

ATTltACTlVE

FRUIT BOWLS

WITH CCM'ON 111.~

:

I
=
L

. . .....----.. ..
......

~""" ~..m"

·;n.I3·II •. . . . .• . .C8
!• Warth
....T...........10 :=
II .c.b~!ii~nac. I
.~~~, ~

n n n n n n. . . . . .; ; .

.

•

Worth 10
.

. . . . T.1'wcMM
0.. . . . . . . . .

Fnsb .C•••ry

!W~~~
I
•
""T.~

I

FrubTain*.s I

--I•••••••••
•••••
~~..:..~~

I

atNATIONAL~ ..

i
'

the ''ChoiCii

ilYout,1
and your "Choice"
is GUARANTEED!

III~II~~
YOUR NA TIONAL
IS READY
FOR YOUI
A COfIIP\.ITE IILECnoN OF
OYUl-MADY POUI,1lIY. INCl.UDING
I'1IEIH
C»OMI, DUCl(a,
Q&II, GAMI HINI, IIOAITUIS
AND
.ONELE..
TURKEY
ROASTS • .• I'lINTY OF HAIIIS.
TOO .•• ~ ItOMnEU AND
CANNED. ALSO SEA FOODS
OALOIIII. INClUDING FIIEIH AND
FROZEN OYSTIJIS, . . . .. CfIAa.
IllEAT AND LOIIITEJI T.u.. . . . AND
THEI'IIICIISIIIOHTI

TUMEY"

TURKEYS
y ...., ....

_,"'1.""18
.........
---.
.. _...-....,
--..........
WI • • •

Medallion Brand

A __ .......

--,

..
....,-...........
..---

.......

--

,........-.,.ala.
Aft.

All PRIC~S GOOD
THROUGH SAT., NOV. 27

USDA INSPECTED

ROCK CORNISH

5 TO 1La AYUlAQI

Yoa.. TeDder t.poas

Game Hens

orOII.&A _ _

TeDder YOtIDI Dackl..ip

i:~~R;'" Chfchas
CRy-o-YAC, • TO 11 La. A¥PAQI'

An W1ttt. Mut, Turny"ut

&9 C

IlAnoow. .. 1UTTP CIOlO. II ro 101.& A _ _

SeIf-1utIDt Turhy

La.

SEE NATIONAL FOR A FRESH OR SMOICED TURI(EY

USDA GOV.,. GRADED CHOICE

STANDING

Rib Roast

~119
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EVERYDAY 'SUPER"
MORE THAN THE PRICE IS RIGHl
1\\
IlATIOIW.lS IUASD 10 ,
ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS

_- - --

................ -..
"''''
...,. ..

NOTICE

....."....

...........
.. ... .........

~,...,.

..........

",,",-~tM""'."""""""".
autt.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . price . . . . . . prtcet
or .. ,.." ...... yow ..., ...... ... . .
~
~f .t.Ie. . . . . .
• lrN~IIric.·

.. ..... tM..,..,.....

CMc'··

THE " WAS " PRICES IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT REFER TO THE LAST
REGULAR PRICES BEFORE THE
PRICES SHOWN BECAME EFFECTIVE.
NOn~

JtlQULU NtCU ME NOT
PfClAl,.lo.. -..p SPECIAlS.

:: $111

National
Sandwich Bread

11

I

2~

loafs

1'1

Del Monte
VegetablesCeA,
lUllS" ....c..,c...,

O«.DOICOM C17 ......

IWU'T"ASI17 ...... c...)
'1I(1ICM

SA",UUT I ' ' ' '.
CUT"'ACHl1kLl

For

.

2~.

===<

89 C
99(

PEVELY

'
1
~
.o_~

,0 '

_ .:... ~__

2 ~~ 8S C
2~'

D.iry Food 'Super' 'S ped.ls

Whipping C....m

",..s
~\.

'

Halt

Pint.

lAIGE
ROIIOA

'::'-

99~

::: '1 Z1

DEL IIOMTE CUT

GraaBe.as
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AvOCIIdos

39c Ea.

La.

IIOMAJIII

Lettuce

s;;;t o.lou

u..49c

_ _ IT.... "La.

s9c
.

~. 89~

IIEYMOlDS HEAVY DUTY

Alu~um Fall

'MIIZI

11_ggc
--IdmI--_gt'··SqllT= 1SC

~-:- 69~
2~ 79~

Ubb;;OU
3 c:! 51 00
Pumplrin

PRICES••• Dn

...... tao!

...and the Price Is Rightl

WHEN NECESSARY DUE TO MARKET CONDTlONS

OUR PERISHABlE PRICES CHANGE ONLY

All 'Super' Spedals
And Coupon Offers
Good Tbrough
Saturday,
November 27th

'::: 57"

..__ .-

89

IlllEAKfAST LJl(S:::

e

@,
.... _~~~ SUCED BACON

-....... . . . . CM--"Un.a'lOll

:: 5

ftiCalUCtOk.a u .

121

Frozen Food 'Super' Spedals illiiiiliill~~

~

PET-ftITZ MINCE OR

Pumpldn Pia ~

2 II

za.u
\iiI~~~......
~

6 32-0.1'1 69 ....
.~
~=~~a
. ,.'
Kosher Pickles
n:,z79 (
• tt • . ~

2'

TlfII£E OIAMOND

Sik~dPi:;pple 2 ~9(

~ Jeno'sPtm

Pies....

ItCH

.,..____...;..~---_.,.....--------,~ ~~

~ ;:'~
SIIrwe

"'-We...: ~'

2

. ..

On.... Whip
~=-c!:--::.!~

: : ' .-

• •••••••••••••••:

-

".. ea.o.....:

Planters.
Nuts
:

•
I ...............~

••

2~9(

Eve r, day Lo"" Pri ce'

o::!:-e::.::.!~.. .

'

.................
iI'. . . . . Ii'
... . .
1

c _ .. , _

,,5

.....

son..;i'r'......:
3
•

.
.

NATIONAL'S

WIOII "'0

••• -

·8

Ie. Cream

·····G
;:::;.-== :

2 :.::: 8 e
';dffi1jf1'3·iii.......".~;olWi'ri·iiiW..

rth 1ft<: ii)worth

•••••••t(. ~ '\ •

Worth
lOC •:
-----...

Masm.,...s
~

9g e

,W·······e
12' : i

W Strawberries

, - !.. wswlLtPC
...·····a:.
,~:

''''~9(
I'IlO'iiJ

M.rshmallows
STBISII'IECES

4

~ ..._ . .

-

e•: JE .~_ .-!--....
~-.
----.... - ••
...,.._'_'"
~
J.II·0
': •
"'1~!,!!~.•,=1sa : . :
,_
,, '
_..
....
•
0::.:;:;-0::,."::.::.:.:,"
•
•
,__
'--_ ...- ••.....................
::;::::::/
••.....................
•
..................

8g

KRAFT.IET
NATIONAL' S

=

3 '~S1' 00@h".:;i:.Pie""-:.:519

mz~,!Dl'~'~········8 I;ONb·iii.·······e I;O@1I5·ii

'

9g e
2 ~ 8g e
2:::: 9g e
2~

~
~ F;tPIes -:::::

_

...:

AU".....

f!) ;;:. Dlugh

Stuffed Olives

~ .I~£GUlAAOIIDI£T

iI
-.

49#1 '. •

"-"... •
_~:':.:.-==:
::........ _" ,,"i.M_1

.........~

-

79

C•
,,'"
$112 _..: tlf!i!*¥
r-.,,?;-. f#>" '~
:
_'_'"
_
..
,
..
"
UooIo__
- ...__ ..._ .••
....................

~

........ dfIw ...... -

. 27

~

....LSIIUIIY

II

~ ItOttTi1i'!"w··a····a

'~...!Il!!!.. : :
-

•

~OO·I'

__ . ~.. __ : :
::--=-=-:..-:::=:_ •
1

,f

'JJ

....llOMAi. 5"","0<£0

Large.Eggs

!
-

49#1.
...

•

_~ .. " ... ___ :
~"::::.:M:t,:::::: •

--.......~:................~
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The BESr of,._Everythi.rig for Your
· 0 . ..,

MORE THAN
THE-PRICE IS
RIGHT ... and

The Price
is Right!

NATIONAL
SANDWICH

BREAD

I '~~ 51

........
Delic.ta..an '
,....... .,

' ........ ,.s......wtat_

In-Store '~kery
* nBYNY·. . .• . . . NICIS
_lIIAn . .

* _

Y '.S.'A. M.'! MAla

CMICI_I

* ·N. . . . . . fIIISII' FllIIIS
a.YHllMUS

1

S 79
__ lb..,."

Lb.

* •••m"~"
SDYKlI

5

259
-_lb.S2."

Lb.

{~
.~J SHead 8akatI Ham
WAF(lIn.

*

~ CIIIlIIIS PltIYllHlS

~ wupn.
\~'J Slicad Coobel Ham

(sa 1lAllA1III)

s

*

~
~ ~.I~ !-!~!~=.~~~:sa

SATlSfAa.. llAaAJITID.
YOR_YUCXI

*

. .. \0

...s

'.S.D.A. NOt STAMPS &LAII. Y

\.~}
~

ACClPTDI

*

DOMESTIC-.DFlAVOftIL-=:EO

Baby Swiss Dlaa"
FUll.. aCED. SlICEO

Slicad Slab Bacoa
FMSH MADE.

voua CHC)tC£

\:!V Potato Sal. or Sla.

MOIlEYA••n ...•
sma.. Of fAMCMtS . .'-.sl

* AMDKAII UPltrss .....,
OIlIDSI.

Save On Thanksgiving "Super" Specials!
Save 4QC

Save 41 C

Save soc

Save 40C

FOIl DRY SKIN
_ . FOR FRESHER OENTURES

'Y'

I
.

.

5TAIL
1lETS

96-ct.
'

o

~ Congespirtn

8 t .. "":"i~6-CITA
~

':?
CCJ

, llETeS

Btl.

..

0

1lETS

5TA1

~.~

36-ct.

. . c_

AllSHADES

Hie. 'H Easy Coloring

a

AIIra.SaltzarPlus

c~

Pkg.

\t:I

lEMON FLAVOR

C,"lOR.N ·S DECONGESTANT

;~~~ Efferdent

~

I~;}

Pkg.

a

5E llXIR

4-oz
BII.'
1

One
Appl.

5168

~

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

~J

Sure Roll-On

Johnson's

Tylenol

, v, .....
Pkg.

ggc

~

~

Baby Oil

,~'.8

ANACIN

o Pepta Bismol

ClAIROl

COATING ACTION

~HerbalEssence

~,,=sil8
I
.

~

VITAMIN. IRON TONIC

Garital Tablats

o

ClAIROl

Final Net
~ S~SPR.

. . . a-oz1
""

Btl:

1I£'l::;'"
UNSC(NT(1)

ft

~?

t
BIL •

~

Arthritis

.'.

~I.
III.

52 68

Pain Formula

,SHAMPi8

12-oz.
BII.

~

II£QUlAIO

~~~
F~.

REFRESHINO

~ Old Spica After SMy.

REGULAR, UNSCENTED.
SUPER 011 SUl'ER UNSCENTED

•

@WatQ~;;

------~~

Miss Br6tk

O\Hair Spray

~

(9ampus 'Briefs
'«..;,."'*~~.....~~~,

•

' ..

rfl

~~,'-;:~:::~

AJpha Chi Sigma wiD spoosor a lecture on tbe SJU-C
EurooeaD Travel and Study Tours in "History
of Chemistry" at 7: 3D.p.m. ~ay in Neckers C Bldg,
Room 218. 11Ie speaker will be Jolin H. Wotiz, ~essor
from the Department of C!emistry and Biochemistry. The
lecture il open to the public.
George Leung wiD present a dissertation seminar on
"Fatty Acid ESters of D-Glucose and ~alactose as
potential plant growth regulator," at 3 p.m. Wednesday in
·the CoUege of Science Conference Room .
A course entitled, "Philosophical Perspectives on
Women," (PIUL 441 ), will be offered s~ semester at 2
p.m . Mondays, Wednesdays, and Frida,s m Faner Room
1228. The class will focus on the history 0 ph.ilsopohy of sex,
love, feminism, abortion and hiring practices. ~lizabeth R.
Eames will be the instructor .
Herbert S. Donow , associate professor of English and
president of the Carbondale Federation of University
Teachers (CFUT), and Richard Lanigan , assistant
professor of speech and chairman of the CFUT Membership
Committee, attended a meeting of the Southwest Area
Council of the Illinois Federation of Teachers (It"n concerning the organization of 1FT locals in the southwest
"rea of the state. The meeting was held on NOV. 12 and 13
al. the Mount. Vernon Holiday Inn .
The illinois Humanities Council, the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Department
of Black American Studies wiU present " Shadows on the
Wall : Minorities on Film," a video tape discussion of early
stereotypes of Indians and Blacks on film . The presentation
will take place at 7 p.m . on Thursday in Lawson 141. Ad mission is free .

Expert on crime ,
to .peak about
crim'e, resistance
Anthony M . Platt, a radical

~~!~O.I,~:t Cbi1das~~O:n~f ~~

Invention of DelinqueDcy, " and
"The Politics of Riot Commission."
wiD speak at SIU on Thursday and
Friday.
Platt, a former professor oJ
criminology at the University of
Ca1i£ornia at Berkley , is now a
member of a radical criminal
research collective called the Center
for Research on Criminal Justice.

M~:r~~~t;rr'e~f~:~~i ~r ~~:IW~

Administration
of
Just ice
Association rAJA ). is working for
radical change.
Platt will speak from 7 to 9 p.m.
Thursday in Wham 105 on "CrIme.
Repression and Resistance."
On Friday. he will speak at an
open workship dealing with in·
surgent (non·traditionall research .
It will be held in the Agriculture
Building seminar room from 9 a .m.
to noon. Both events are open to the
public.
Platt's visit is sponsored by the
AJA . the Graduate Student Council,
the Department of Sociology and the
College of Human Resources.

LtwifDart
opo(tm~nh

800 E. Grand Ave.
Carbondale
.(57-0446

Get acquainted with the
Lewis Park Apartments,
designed with students' needs
in mind

-A warm and friendly place

to live.

The Carbondale chapter of Sigma Xi, the honorary
scientific research society of North America, will sponsor a
lecture by J .E . Cermak , director of the fluid dynamics and
diffusion laboratory at Colorado State University , entitled
" Wind Engineering : A New Discipline." The lecture
will be held at 4 p.m . in the Engineering and Technology
Auditorium, Room AliI.
The Inter-Greek Council of SIU is sponsoring its first
annual fashion show at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Student
Center Ballrooms. Admission will be fifty cents for students
and $1 for non-students. Tickets and further information
can be obtained at the Student Center Activities Center ,
third floor , 453-5714.

Pea Coats/Goose Down
Leather Flight Jackets
Army Field Jackets
Parkas

The foUowing faculty members served on the North
Central Association evaluation team at Herrin High School ,
Nov . 14-17 ; BiUy G. Dixon and Michael R. Jackson from
instruction and media . Michael Altekruse from guidance
and educational psychology. Dean Stuck from ecuationa l
leadership and John Hunt and Dan Reusch from instruction and media .
Eugenia Handler . an instructor in social welfare. has
been elected the first chairl>Crson of the newly organized
Statewide Health Coordinatmg Council.
Anthony M. Platt. a former professor of criminology at
the Un iversity of California at Berkley , will speak on
" Crime , Repression and Resistance" at 7 p.m . Thursday
in Wham 105. At 9 a .m. on Friday , he will conduct an open
workshop on insurgent research in the Agriculture
Building seminar room .

$209 OFF ALL MEN'S SHIRTS

70J. s . _ t y 649-64%8

The Department of Zoology is having an informal
program trom 12: 45 to 3: 45 p.m. Thursday in 303 Life
Science II to discuss questions regarding courses,
requirements and job opportunities in zoology.

Beg your pardon

Vote .

. Yes

Gigantic
Sale
1 Day Only
Tbanday, Nov. 18

r.:
furof:z.:::
...... to 3p.m.

'1.10 buys

On the

IPIRG Fee Referenduml
Reaffirm yOtX support~

~Sbop

1. 45.,...,.

Quality Pn!V1OUSly OWned
at inexpmsift prices

cJothi~

E. Jaeboa

"'-
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Paid for by the Illinois Public Interest Research Group

Candidates Statements·
I'

The' following short statements

.

(35 word maximum) were submitted by
candidates. These give a concise
candidate platform. For a more detailed
platform of candidate views, see the
Tuesday, Nov. 16th edition of the
Daily Egyptian.

Election Commissioner

University Park
As our university continues to expand, it becomes imperative
that student interests are aggregated and expressed in all
aspects of college life. I want to help you meet that challenge,
as your student senator.
Sam D. Ouming

This is your chance to
1. decide who represents you

Brush Towers
There's a young energetic freshman who is seeking votes for
Student Senate from Brush Towers' residents. He's a Political
Science major with much student governm~nfexperience. His
name, Pete Alexander. Vote for him todcfy.
Pete Alexander

2. decide if IPIRG should get S 1.50 of
your student fees.

How many Brush Towers residents can name their Student
Senate representatives? Not many can. This kind of
. representation must end. I t's time for a change. I'll work for
that change. Vote for Jim Steele.

3. decide if you want a DeFital Program.

Jim Steele
l:ielp end apathy in Student Government. A vote for Jell Jovian
from Brush Towers wi II help to bring about improved
government and better use of student activity fees.

Polling Places open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Jeff Jovian

The S.I.U. party has selected Tom McGarry to run for Student
Senator because he is the BEST candidate running. Place your
vote for a student interested in the university. Vote for Tom
McGarry, today. VOTE!
Tom McGarry

ThoI1.,aon Point
Help me kick the Senate into high gear. I intend to get things
done for Thompson Point and for SI U. Vote Tea Party Now.
Elect Kelly Carls-A Voice, Not an Echo.
~!Iy D.

Student Center
Home Ec
Wham (DaV·IS Aud.ltor.lum)

carll! -

Student government can be an effective voice in deferminiri9
University policy. However, Student .GQvernment can· only be
effective if you make an effort to vote. SHow YCXlfnIJPPORT,.
VOlE lEA PARTY NOW.
Douglas (Sleepy) Harre

west

Morris Library

C
. t·
ommunlca Ions

Lentz Ha II

T. P. residents

must vote here

Side

I feel that more r~ibility should be shown by Student
Senators in regards to finding out and communicating the needs
and desires of their constituencies, transmitting them to
Student Government, and then helping to find solutions.

Pete Allison
P.O.T. People Organized Together. Am currently working
with Student Government Activities Council and with Student
Government; would help put energies towards more
-entertainment. Students can't organize concerts in the Arena
. and I will remedy this.
Bob "Wild" Goodale

Grinnel Hall
Trueblood Hall

Brush TO\NeI"S residents

must vote here
University Park residents

---- -

must vote here

PLEASE
VOTE

Paid for by Student Activity fees
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WSIU-TV&FM

:.:::.:::.:.:.:::.:;:::::::::':::::~:::;::>::::::::::::~::::::~:::;:::::~::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::-'::::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::;::~'::::Z;:;::::::~:::::<~~~~

The following programs are p.m .-Afternoon Concert, opera
scheduled for Wednesday 00 WSIU- day . 4 p_m .-All Things Considered.
TV . channel 8 and WUSI-TV , 5:30 p.m .-Music In The Air. 6:30
~hea;:r~I. I:~ ~~.~~:'IJ!~~~~~' ~~r;;ih~~IU~~s. 7:.:::::¥::?aty
Programming . 10 a .m .-The Women . 7:30 p.m .-Conversations

9!

~ls~~~~~~a';m~~~:~g.a ' ~ : 30 ~m;~i~:g3~ch:St!a·m9~c~.~~

a.m.-5esame Street. 12:30 a .m .-

The Podium . 10:30 p.m .-WSIU

~s~~~w~:n ~=~in'!~/'~:30 ~;~;"~tgh~~~~~S:fi !~~m:w;:

p.m.-Misterogers Neighborhood . 4
p.m.- Sesame Street. 5 p.m .-The
Evening Report. 5: 30 p .m .-The
Electric Company. 6 p.m .- Zoom .
6:30 p.m .- Outdoors WIth Art Reid .
7 p.m.-Nova . 8 p.m.-Great Performances . 10 p.m .-Movie, "Laurel

~n01f ~i~~~:~~al~5 Ja:::ii-;.Jeanne
The following programs are
scheduled for Wednesday on WSIUrM . stereo 92 : 6 a.m .- Today's The
Day. 9 a .m .-Take A Music Break .
II a.m.- Opus Eleven. noon-Radio
Reader . 12 :30 p.m .-WSIU News . 1

WIDB
The following program s are
scheduled for Wednesday on WIDB
radio, stereo 104 on cable FM, 600
AM on campus : 7: 30 a .m .-Job
Clearinghouse. 9:40 a.m .- WIDB
Sports . 10 a.m .- Earth News . 1

~:ih~o!.,;'I~:~~U;tiS~, ~; ~~~
McCartney . " 5:40 p.m .- WIDB

~~~~~~tt·.m~-n~!~Bansr~~~li:

affairs interview program

Winchell's power told In
literary look at his life
By Dan Kening
Student Writer
" Winchell : His Life and Times"
b y Hrrman K1urfeld Praeger
publishers . 1976. 207 pp. $8.95.
" Good evening , Mr . an d Mrs .
America and aU the ships at sea .
Let 's go to press '" These words
were the trademark of a man who
for over 40 years was part of the
everyday life of an America that no
longer exists.
At his peak . Walter Winchell ,
gossip<olumnist, broadcas ter and
commentator , had the power to
boost or destroy a career with a
si ngle line of newspaper print. Or
one sentence in front of the radio
microphone.
Herman Klurfeld was Winchell's
ghostwriter for nearly 30 years, yet
despite the long association .
Klurfeld is able to give an honest ,
and often critical portrayal of one of
the giants of the American press.
It's hard to imagine the power
Winchell wielded in hi s he yda y .
There is no Winchell in the 1970's.
an d perhaps we're better off without
such an authoritarian figure in the
media .
Although he was one of the first to
alert Americans to the ominous
rumblings coming from Nazi
Germany in the early 193O·s. Win chell often hurt innocent people in
his columns out of personal whims
His intense d isl ike of President
Harry Truman has been Cited as one
of the primary reasons for the
closeness of the 1948 election. Often
the saying was, " As Winchell goes,
so goes the coun try ...
!<Iurfeld paints a picture of
Wmchell as a loner, fighting against
the world through his columns and
broadcasts. Winchell understooa his
power, and wasn 't hesitant to use it
even when it turned against him . H~
hatred of Communism and avid
support of Joesph McCarthy 's " redbaiting" is one example of Win chell's emotions getting the best of
him .
At his height, Winchell 's column
was syndicated in over 1,000
newspapers , and his earnings exceeded $1 million a year, making
him by far the highest paid journalist of his time. He was on top of
the world and wanted ex eryone to
know it. New York 's St"Mk Club
became his court. He was its king .
On any given night Winchell could
be seen at his personal table
surrounded by movie stars, writers
and politiCians. He considered
himself the " King of Broadway."

Winchell had a lm ost as ma ny
ene mi es and critics as fans . He
ca rried on personal vendettas in hi s
col umn s. never hesitati ng to
mention names of those targeted for
Winchell's contempt.
He carried on running battles with
all his editors and bosses over the
content of his columns and broadcasts. and always re fused to delete
"o bjectionabl e" material from
them . He feuded with top columnists
like Drew Pea rson and Ed Sullivan,
calling them imitators of his style.
Klurfeld was with Winchell during
the better part of his career . He
wrote many of Winchell 's columns
for him , alt hough Winchell ne ve r
would publicly admit to using other
writers . He portra ys Winchell as a
tragic figure who was the toast of
New York . but found lilt Ie love in his
personal life .
Perhaps because of his famil y
problem s, Winchell threw himself
totally into his work . Winchell was
always looking for a scoop, anecdote
or joke for hi s column . Klurfeld says
Winchell ' s
so ur ces
included
politicians (including Presidents) .
ga ngsters. waiters and prostitutes :
anyone who had something he could
use .
Winchell ' s deCline began in the
1950·s . A Char ge of ra cia l
discriminalion by s inger J osephine
Baker . and his fervent s upport of

~'Review
McCarthY led many 10 believe that
Winchell . th e old liberal. was
changing his stripes . Television also
contributed to his hard times . The
old hard-hitti~ Winchell style just
dido 't come across as well on the TV
screen.
The 1960's showed a further
decline in Winchell's career with
only about ISO pape.r s continuing to
carry his column . He died in 1972 at
the age of 7~ from cancer. but
Klurfeld insists it was rrom a broken
heart. Alth~ugh !'lany have
followed in his footsteps , there is no
single columnist or broadcaster with
the audience and innuence Winchell
had at his peak. Klurreld's book is a
fascinating look at a man who was
an integral part of four decades or
American life. As fellow journalist
Heywood Broun once said, " If there
never was a Walter Winchell ,
somebody would have had to invent
him ."

Ladies' Nite

All drinks

Ladies Only

~

PriCt

entertainment by

"The Loose Connection"

-J;1~
Southern IllinO\S Airport
Midway Between Carbondale & Murphysboro .
Closed Tuesday's at 5 p.m.
~

.

Young love's man)" obstacles~ "'!Ike
'Bi~ly Joe' an ~liforgettabl~ s-'ory various counties , tteOOe<l tne event , to lIilk. Many said they believed be J
which was not h ing more than an
excuse for a bi g. drunk party . :;l~w~~~~O;~~~~! ~ar!l~
child." Bobbie Lee knew why Billy
~r~~~~I\~e~:e~dB~~~ijea~!o~:i Joe
jumped. and it was by no means
her parents.
However. when the younger folks
started to become rowdy and drunk . Joe's advances. she remained a
::::::::::::;:::::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::;:::::;::::::::: virgin until his death .
Billy Joe 's latent homosexual
tendencies were the cause of his
::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:;:::;:::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:::::;:;:::::;::: death Althougb he explains his

By Pamela Aiello
Student Writer
"Ode To Billy Joe " . Herman
Raucher. Dell Publishing Co .. Inc .,
1976. 256 pp .. S1.75.
"Ode to Billy Joe " tells a story of
two young lovers and the obstacles
they try to overcome. The book
originated rrom the sohg of the same
title written by Bobbie Gentry .
On June 3. 1953, Billy Joe
McAllister jumped off
the
Tallahatchie Bridge . The book
explains the story behind that fatal
jump.
The story is a typical love story in
which ~y meets girl, boy and girl
fall in love. girl's parents disapprove of the relationship. secret
rendezvous of t he young lovers

..

~~fe"~ ~~~~~~:;,~~~

Bobbie Lee "'as escorted home by
her parents. Billy Joe stayed and got
drunk with the other young men .
It took the town two full days to
recover from the jamboree . But
Billy Joe never did completely
recover . After the jamboree was
over. Bobbie Lee was the last person
to see him alive again .
When Billy Joe 's body was
discovered . Ihe townspeople began

~~U;~~i~~~~~~e~ec~~~h:~~~

stacie delays or ruins the
relationship.
The story involves Billy Joe
McAllister and Bobbie Lee Hartley .
both teenagers . The set Hng is in
Tallahlchie Cou nty . Miss., in the
early 19505 . Both Billy Joe and
Bobbie Lee are rarmers ' children .
They live close to one another and
attend the same school.
Billy Joe is a "hell-raiser " who
constantly plays practical jokes and
creates scenes in school. Bobbie Lee
is a qu iet " back -woods" young lady
who is going Ihrough adolescence
and feels a need to sneak a peak at
" true romance" type magazines in
order to unders tand that other
people also have sexual desires and
that she should not feel guilty
because of the romantic thoughts
she harbors .
The main obstacle between Billy
Joe and Bobbie Lee is her father.
who will not permit her to "receive
gentlemen ca llers ." because he
claims she is not old enough .
Throughoul the book . Bobbie Lee is
forced to meet Billy Joe secretly
when she is out walking .
The story climaxes when the
Okolona Ri ve r Bottom Jamboree
ta kes place . Many pe?ple from

··~
. \

r

·:: rushl
·
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"Pitcher Day"
at

With the purchase of
any medium or large size
pizza you get a pitcher of
coke or beer for

99~
No limit on pitchers

Don't Miss It!

.'
'0

RauC:-:er's use of description in the_
book deserves high recognition . He
not only paints word pictures of tbe
scenes, but also digs deeply into the
sub-eonscious of both Billy Joe and
Bobbie Lee.

•
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Super
: Gold -;

I:~~r;;nt~b~~t~es~i~f~h~h~~~~

woman he ever loved remains so
heavily upon him that he commits
suicide .

Wednesday

I······················
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Shopping DQYs Until Cmstmas!
Give The Gift
That Keeps Giving
AU Yearl

DAIL Y EGYPTIAN
C'dale & Surrounding 4 Counl ies
61

OTHER tLUNOIS & OTHER STATES
I year SI5.00 _ _ _'

;:~S~~'.~_

Send To :

Wednesday is

~

6 ·monlhs SS.50 - - -

--

~~~~~-----------------------------

City _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ zIP _ _ _ _ __

Sent By :

~~~-----------------------------~--

City

Amount

State

ENCL&ED

Zip

---

------

THE D _E . STAFF WILL NOTIFY RECIPIENT OF GIFT
WtTH A SPECIAL X -MAS CARD.
Mail To: Daily Egyplian, So. Ill inois Uni, .. C'dale, Ill . 62'101.
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.IIGUW PlICE 4Se

IIIISIIVIII .EIST 'DDD
Thank.giving
Tarkey Special.

GRADE A RtfSH

16·2211. AVG.

DELUXE
DELICATESSEN
& BAKE SHOP

Rf9UIor or Pre- Baslt!d

16-2411. AVG.

TOM TUIKEYS

BUCKET FRIED
$2.29

~.

Honeysuckle Grode A

16·2211. AVG.

DIXIE CHEF Dlt<H:R

CHlQ(EN

~.

TOM TUIKEYS

Wishbone Grode A

TOM TURKEYS

~.

MltlAlllOll

EACH

u.s. INSPKTtD

8 PECES CHICKEN
3 DIMER ROU.S

10·14 LB. AVG.
HEN TURKEYS . ~.
16-22 lB. AVG .

TYSON COUNTlIY F1tBH

FRESH PlM'KIN

FlT1IIaASn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PIES EACH $1.09

BUmRBALL

~.

3·l lS. OII MOI:l

TOM TURKEYS

~.

w.. ..
37c.!891.25 991.02 89-

(IoMoI " · U·76)
''-OZ CAII SlOOlY QIT

GlEEN lEANS
' '-OZ c:out<m'CU. QIIS

'BUnER

,...,z._

COnAGE CHEESE

............ • •.. 14-111 .
79 C COCOllUT
",.
12·0..
$12' CIoocoIote oo,. ",.
3
89 C ~- ,,,·01
c.0. .
c
99 CIOVTOII5 .. ",.
12·0. .
<lOGE'
",.
99 c lIPS .
$12' REYNOlDS WRAP
.... . ]2.0..
$1 55 "'w..."....
1OC Offl"'Wef \

UIE _ \

M,\ ,.,." J!tIotod

~.

CQuMnTO'iI N

I ·~.

",.

h. .. , ~Hot

,

-

_SAISA5I

.,..\1'.i!ii!i•. '''4 01 .

r-: ~

CREMORA

~

IOIBISSIIAII

=

~
$1 54 -~
_....
=
.
.
:: =-~I':r.· $AVt =
_Willd . . . . . . ,...

:~ -

t...?I l ........... OM:I!

•

~.

Bakery Bargain.

FR£SH

KROGU OlD fASHIONED

WHIPPING
CREAM
4

WHITE
BREAD

19c _

~ _&&..aiI".. ,..

",.

QaaUty Dairy

21·...

_~lIM_~ =

.n iC

.

=29

79·
=~
2~=:
KR()G(R 1 "'lioii
39
EGGNOG ...... KROOOt

OWICllmt . • .

.,:0..

$1
54·

.

15ft .

1 · ~.

.... c . -._

4~i $1

2 ~t: $1 00
~s.o::. 2: $1
$1

: ; . , IDUS

_'5 '-

W\tIllOllWHfAT 3 "'0.·

RIGHT TO LIMIT. PlfASf
SOlD TO DEAlIIS

NON(

!ii4·k

~1.!\1 •• iiii!i•.

F3WASH RKLEIN
77~

::_. . .

=....

~l.-t

_

= =~::r.

- w.a ...........

•

~

TANGERINES OR

=

llXAS WHm OR
RUBY RED

":

~

_

SAVE :
22c

-

I&=:':'~~

TANGElOS.

18

GUPEflUIT .

...

8 ...

$1 00
$100

48·
$1 29.
WASHINGTON
3 $1 00
D'biwP.... "'.
E E:~i:--::
avGaoos .3 ... $1 00
=~~~~
..
1i
..
iI
....
iiiiiili
............
~iI......................iI....~..Ii..,
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led 1_ Apples:.

Canadians' cross the 'border to 'do their shopping,
By . . . .

.u.ct. .

~ Wrtcer

SEATTLE (AP)-Canadian5 are
invading western Wasbington ,
armed witb sbopping lists and
money .
.
Because of the Washington·British
Columbia proximity, Canadians and
Americans in tbis region for years
ha ve crossed the the border
routinely to enjoy each other's of·
ferings . In the past two years the
traffic has grown steadilysometimes causing huge border
jams-and most of it is Canadian.
U Canadians stay at least 48 hours
they can take back $50 worth of
goods duty free.
Last week , Vancouver . B.C..
travel agent Jack MeLaron booked
two Amtrak trainloads of people-about 750-to Seattle by running one
small newspaper ad : " Seattle
Welcomes Candian Christmas

day," McLaron said Mond., y.
"Today we've been gettinll about 00
calls an bour" wanting to reserve
space on the next shopper special.
McLaron said he doesn't have to
promote out ·of·country shopping
because the interest is already
there . And, by the same token.
Frank Feeman of the Downtown
Seattle Development Association is
just trying to make life easier for the

s~r.~i:t~d~d:!~d and a dancing
girl to greet the train ." he said. He
also passed out shopping bags with
coupons good for free items and
discounts on others . A large
department store opened a
Canadian lounge for the occasion .
"For years Canadians have been
coming down here and shOp·
ping ... and it·s our way of saying
thanks ." said Feeman .
.
The roundtrip cost was $34 .50
which included two nights in a hotel .
double occupancy .
~tr~~~~ ' ~~~~~pK:~~tl~e~ft~~ A Burnaby housewife was happy
their spree, businessmen estimated. she found a perfumed cosmetic soap
" Our phones have been ringing all selling for $2 that cost $4 95 in

Vancouver. A Vancouver woman
bought two dolls for about $7 each
that go for more tbat SI5 back home .
For $7Q a man with a shaggy dog
~u1d buy a deluxe pair of electric
pet clippers. The price in Fido 's
shears in Vancouver- SI20.
Exhausted from bargain hunting.
a Canadian bought a $3 sandwich
and called that a steal. One
American businessman agreed .
recalling spending $6 for a ham
sandwich and cup of coffee in a
Vancouver hotel.
Bellingham . Wash .. which likes to
represent itself as being just " 40
minutes from I' . million people in
the Fraser Valley Canada. " is the
recipient of another kind of heavy
shopping . for groceries.
British Columbia license plates
seem as numerous as those of
Washington during heavy shopping
da ys in Bellingham .
" Poultry. milk and processed food
runs about 25 per cent cheaper."
explains Evan Evan · Atkinson ,
Vancouver B.C. Sun consumer
reporter.

"Even though you have to pay the cents in BeIliDilham but seven celli"
tariff, it ·s worth driving to m_ across the border.

:vU~~ ~~ ISl:~i~gf~I:Jr..'~i~
six children who says he saves about
CIUIIE FIGRI'ER
to $75 a month on groceries."
BURBANK-, Calif. (AP)
Evan·Atkinson said a TV dinner in Police here have discovered •
Vancouver costs about SI.09 but can
be bought in Washington for 69 new criJne..flghting aid - the
cents .. A bottle of catsup costs 31 office copier.

$50

FARM FOODS
Wed. thru Tue. SPECIALS
"Fresh from our Forms 10 You."
Lorge Grade A

EGGS
FRYERS

By DoaaId SaDden

~

It was carved or wood, overlaid with
gold. brass. bronze and other
minerals. The hippopotamus is not
depicted; presumably it might have
brought bad luck in the tomb.
No( much is known of the boy
king. whose years were probably

t334·1325 B.C. He ascended to the
throne at age 9 and died of unknown
causes at age 18 tr 19. Because his
death was sudden, his own tomb
was unfinished, and Tutankhamun
was buried in the tomb that had
been prepared for his Vizier Av.

Art.

FiftY ' five oojects of gold .
alabaster , precious woods and gems
will be displayed in six U.S. cities
during the coming :l) months as a
gift of the Arab Republic of Egypt.
Howard Carter, the British ar'
chaeologist who entered the
pharoah's tomb 54 years ago next
Tuesday, wrote In his journal t.hat
when he first peered inside:
"Details of the room within
emerged slowly from the mist,
strange animals, statues and gold everywhere the glint of gold."
The objects 0( gold will attract the
most attention.
There is the much-t'epl'Oduced
life-size portrait. mask of the boy
king, made ~ hammered gold with
heavy encrusted decorations of car'
nelian, lapis lazuli, quartz. feldspar,
obsidian and colored glass.
Weighing about 20 pounds. it
covered t.he head and shoulders of
the mummified king.
A :Jl-inch-high portrait shows the
young pharoah on a papyrus boat
enacting a mythical hippopolamus
hunt, symbolic of overthrowing evil.

HOUSE PLANTS

~

Horse Feed

SHOW & GO

~~
~...

CAT FOOD
( 3001r Protein)

*Th.
b. . ,
music:

~

y" .

;,

10"

*fru
*H&ppy Hour

49

50 Lb.

HOG FINISHER

"'

$1

Potted in 4"
Cloy Pots

CORN CHOPS

NO""

55 Gal.

Gallon

Art from Tuf's tomb sho\\Tn in U.S.
AaodMed Pres. Wriier
WASHINGTON (AP) - The most
important and beautiful exhibition
~ ancient Egyptian art ever to visit
the United States. 55 objects from
the tomb 0( Tutankhamun, opens
Wednesday at the National Gallery

No Limit

Whole

MILK

Egypt lends exhibit

.79 Doz.

No Limit

Fresh Grade A

Bog

50 Lb.
Bog

50 Lb.
Bog
4 Lb.
Bop

$1

39

FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
HOURS:
Mon. thrv Sot. 7-6
dosed Sunday

2:00-6:00

*l .. n,h 5p.,i&l : Jumbo hot dug
~nd e dreft ...

69c

* Gockhil •• Imoort.d S •• r.,

& Win ••

AGMAT PERFORMANCE
IN YOUR LIVING ROOMI
TONIGHT:
VON KARAJAN
CON
BAA

HAPPY HOURS
1 1 a.m.-7 p.m.

2 5~ draft beer
Ladies first draft .
free
60~ mixed drinks
Bacardi ___

Jim Beam
Lord .Calvert
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Smirnoff
Gordon's ' Gin
Passport

Students to model winter fashions;
proceeds will go to s~1wlarShip fund ,
CARBONDALE. ILL .. Nov.Twenty-two student models from
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale will model for a good
cause Wednesday evening (Nov. 17l
at a fashion show sponsored by SIU C's Inter-Greek Council.
Proceeds from the show - which
will feature models from each of the
fraternities ann sororities at SlU .will be the beginning of a scholar·
ship fund dedicated to Cliff Stein. a
Murphysboro Township High School
senior who died in October of an apparent heart attack.
Brell Cluililpion. inter ·r - ~ ~~
Council chairman. says scholar ships from the fund will go to
qualifying freshme1l from the Car bondale-Murphysboro who aUenri
SlU-C.
The show is scheduled for 8 p.m .
in the Student Center Ballrooms and
will feature winter styles donated
by businesses in Ca rbondale and
Murohvsboro.
Tickrls are on sale for $) (50 cents

fer studentsl at the Student Activities Center Office in the Student
Center. and will be available at the
door.

Champim said he anticipates a
full house fer Wednesday's show
and hopes the Council will make the
event an aMuaI affair.

FREE
~GDayMeal

Noon - 2 p.m. at the Newman Center
715 S. Washington

Free tickets available at the Newman
Center until noon on Tu,lday,
NoY8l'1iJer 23.
For ticket information call 457-2463

MondllY Thru FridllY 11 AM 'til 4 PM

CHOPPED STEAK
FISH
CHICKEN FRY
GERMAN STYLE SAUSAGE
STOCKADE CLUB STEAK
Each lunch includes salad. toast. and potato
plus your choice of coHee or tea .

FREE CONE WITH
EVERY MEAL

OOlDIES TICKET AGEIIICY

.1. 0.... .
CO-OP IIECOIIDS

311S N.. ... -.o .. .

"d.,

G,.,..t.

C.,"

STMIT SIIIIIIICOfIDS
131. ~

III

- . ... , .'0.0.'" II'".

THI SPECTR .....
"!..l
B.g 8..,., c ".,
PEACHES RECORDS

3801 "-..n"'10" .. ~ .... 999 ~

ORDERING TICKETS BY MAIL

""I f '0""""'

1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69

KARSTEN TOWING
0.-... ...............

UIed & Aec,cIed
Auto P8rta

One Day-l0 cents per word,

minimum n~.
Two Days-t cents per word, per

Chedt <llr U9I!tI car stock.

day.

'I'hree

Ir

PAIR OF 3.WAY-ta~
~~~s . I yr . old. Must sell, SIOO.

word, per day.
Five tbru nine days-7 cents per

YAMAHA TC 800 GL cassette
deck . perfect condition . s till under
warranty , $275 or bes l offer. Dial
524·2416 ( Melropolis numher ) and
as k for Wes.
TI28Ag66

We buy, sell & trade

w;! l:u ~~ Days~ cents

(2 m iles nor1h on
r"PN era ROiId )

per word, per day.

457-0121 or 457.Q19

Twenty Ir More Days-5 cents

per word, per day.
1.5 W.nI MlalmIUll
Any ad which is changed in any
Marmer Ir cancelled will revert to
the rate appllcable ror the number
ci insertions it appears. There will
also be an additional charge or $\.00
to cover the cost or the necessary
paperwlriL
Classified advertising must be
paid in advance except ror those
accounts with established credit
Report Ernwa At 0Dce
Check y our ad the first issue it
appear.! and notify us immediately
ir there is an error. Each ad is
carerully proorread but errors can
s till occur. We will correct the ad
and run it an a ddit iona l day ir
notified .
Beyond
this
the
respmsibility is yours.

FOR

ONE Hl GE BEDROOM available
for Dec. occupancy. Call Robin 457·
2723.
7699Be63

7723Ag~

SIwp&~

Four Days-' cents per

'TECH-TRONCS

USED AND REBUILT part s .
Rosson 's Radiator an d Salvage
Yard . 1212 N. 20th St reet. Mur ·
ph ys boro . 687· t061
B7673Ab78C

Stereo Hifi Repair

PERSOl" TO SUBLEASE large
luxurious two ·bt-droom apartment.
Cab led sion. fully carpeted and

~~~~~~~e. ~~~~hen~e~~~~I~~~e

Three blocks from cam pus . $120 r
per m o nth. avai lable "December
2\Jlh Ca ll 611-1 -:1555 or 457·6182.
7759Ba64

High Quality

Professional Service
(J"l

TUNE-UP SPECIAl

717 S. University
549·8495

mast cars
Inctuln Part.
QOOd thru Nt'll

)()

rt'cord£'r

a·TRACK STEREO
:'-/('W . ncvcr used
SI OO

'>-I9 · 5H~fi

Nair.

Veach Service
Hwy. 51 South

C·da... IL
Ph. 549-9518

SAL~

Automoti yes

)X' ts .

HALF· I3EAGLE P UPS Healthy .
$5.00 to good home . 457 · 3048.
7655Ah63

Motorcycles

Wanted To Rent

771 4Bb65

lV\obile Hom!:

Pets

VW S~ AT S. 2 back seats for bus
Also. table lamp 684 .26Ti"776 IAb6:1

.-- ----

~
Fl ' H ~ I S H F: 0
~!AHRIED " o upl,' o r on~ ma ll' .
Phon~ 457 ·8466 7 a 111 to 9 p 111 :\ 0

(" () T TAG

\I"\)Ll.~::\S AK

Ind Ubo<

Off.,..

Houses

all makes and models.

Duplex
:\EW TRl · LEVEL DUPLEX for
renl Exclusiv{' l'Ountry s etting.
garage . a ll applian!'es a nd many.
man y exlras . D ec . occupancy :
$:100 month . Call 549·2963. l after
5::10 o n wf:'ekdaysl
B7691Bfi5

.... a Buy, Sell & Tr-.de
Used Equipment

8 cyl. 527 95 • tax
6 cyl. 522 .95 • tax
• cy l. 520.95 • tax

STl DENT PAPERS . DISSER ·
TATION . the es. elc ., guaranteed
no errors. IBM copy service. The
lIrn . 609 W. 111310. 549-:1512.
TI43E82

Tw o be dr oo m trailer for r~nl.
P leasa nt Va lley 549·3374.
B7669Bc6:1
12x50 TRAIL~R . FRONT AND
rear bl'droom. furnished . un ·
derpinnl'd . fre e watl'r and I ran ·
~IT~t~ti~~7'~7~ampus . pets okay

FElIlALE STUD~ T WiTH quiet
dog looking for si ng le apartment in
house . furnis hed or unrurmshed . to
rent Dec . or s pring . 457·4915 .
TI t 2Bg63

HELP W,'NT~D

7696Bc71
1976 YAMAHA XS650 1.000 mIl es
Good condition St:lOO 00 Phone 457·
220R
7740Ac66

FOR SALE : 1972 YW 411. ~' our
door. 39,000 miles . Ca ll 242 ·0536
after 4:00 p .m .
7662Aa63
1973 CHEV VEGA WAG ON . 4
cyli nder a utomatic . $1000 .00 Town
&. Country Tr . No. 40. Ca rbondale.

n.

KAWASAK I t25cc. 1966. e lec tric
~~r~~ ' ~~~8~~ndltion . SI 25 or best
7708A<"6:I

TI36Aa64

7I45Ah68

Mobile Hom2

'70 MGB . MECHANICALLY
SOUND ,
AM · FM .
Michelin
radials . S1400 or offer. Ca ll Jo e.
~TI51 or 54~1814 .

7~Aa66

Miscellaneous

1975 VW SUPERBEETLE. lik e
right.
TII5Aa66

MISS

KITTY ' S

GOOD .

used

~~L~~~;~p t~~'mir~c~Zx:al~d~~

1969 FORD GALAXIE 500.302 C. l. .
new transmiSSion . S675 .00 Ca ll 457·
6852 T .Th after 5:00 p .m .
TI19Aa65

miles northea s t of Ca rbondale .
Roule 149. Hurst. IL. Open Dail y,
phone 987·2491
H06Af65C

1966
TH UNDERBIRD .
GO RGEO US! U nb e l ievable'
Fantastic' Over fifty accessories '
Will be sold by Thursday . 549·76ll4 .
TI16Aa6.1

MATCH I NG PLAID COUC H and
chair . and walnut coffee table . Ca ll
54~2372 a fter 5 ::lO p .m
7I04Af6:1
T YP EWRITERS . SCM ELEC ·
TRI CS. new a nd used . Ir win
T y pewriter Ex c hang e. 1101 N.
Court . Marion . O pen Monda y ·
Saturday . 1·993 ·2997 .
B7671Af78C

WE Wll.L BUY your wrecked or
disabled cars . Check us ror prices .
Karsten Towing. 457-M.21 or 457·
6319.
B7554Aa73

INSTANT CASH FOR albums and

~~~~~~I~~~ae~~sh a~:C~~!C;d

1975 MONZA TOWNE COUPE . y .
8, 4-speed, AM +FM stereo 8· track .
Radial tires . Best orrer. Call 687·
2931 before 2 p .m . orafter~~Aa64

Books
FANTASY POSTERS &
PRI NTs. LA TEST
UNDERGROUND COMICS
cor~AN PAPERBACKS
OLD COMIC BOOKS

:m

Check on openings
for second semester
in apartments.

TI46Aa66

General. Office Wortl
Ntcming Work Block·
8-12..y day
Muat twWl ACT on ....
ONE
BEDROOM
DUPLEX
trailer . 10 minules east of Car·
bon d ale . Everythin~ furnished .
excepl e lecl ricit y . No dogs . 687 ·
1768.
BTI50Bc68
12x55 TWO BEDROOM FUR ·
N ISHED t ra i ler . pet s with ap ·
proval. Murdale Mobile Homes ,
No . II . 549 ·7039 . Available
Dece mber.
TI37Bc65

Musica!
TWIN REV~RB AMPLIFIER a nd
Fl'nder Telecaster guitar . 54~8125.
TI25An64

N IKK ORMAT CA MERA w ith
50mm f2 lens . 457 ·7 140.
TI21Af65

Apartments

RE~T

Electronics

SINGLE ROOM , AVAILABLE
Dee . 12. $76 .00 5 minute walk 10
campus . 54~J.l29 between 1:00 and
2 :30.
7692Bd64
ROOM AVAILABLE IN house .
Close to campus and town . Female
prererred. C<i1l457·4667 or t:4~~
YOliR OW BEDROOM in three
bedroom house . S60 per month plus
utilities . 1411 W. Sycamore.
TI5IBd65

Parts & Services

GUARANTEED
LOWEST
PRICES on the largest selection or

~~~~n~u1::'~~ sf~r~f.~~

12. S·S, ICH;. Campus AU~5Ag66C

VW SERVlCE. MOST types VW

~~J:~iaJWD~~ci.DE:'r~

terville.985-6635.

COM PO N E NT
S T ERE 0
GARRARD turntable . Shure
cartridge, 2().walt amp., separate
tuner, 2·way spealiers . Good
sounds. $175.00 firm . 457·5390 after

87672Ab78C

SNOW TIRES FOR sale I pro H·7315. Steel Belted almost new $33.00

each . Phcoe 9IW03II.
Page)t, Dally

E~

7702Ab64

I
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mOAg63

Roommates
CARBONDALE HOliSING. 1
bedroom furnished apartml'nt ,
across from drive·in Iheater on old
Rt. 13 West. Phone 684-4145.
BTII7Ba66

ROOMMATE FOR SPRING to
share trailer . Own bedroom , $80.00
plus utilities . Near campus. Call
549-4946.
TI11Be64

WIDES VILLAGE No . 14 . One
~~~~r fr~~~~J. available
TI32Ba64

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for charming a parlml'n l. Musl
sha re bedroom and be clean . Close
to campus ~ 549-4t9 L
7I09Be64

NICE R RAL ONE bedroom
rurnished apartment with shower.
utilities furnished. near Murdale.
S215 mo . 54~ after 4
TI22Ba66
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY apt..
central location . Available Jan. 5
or sooner . Call 457·5486.
BTI53Ba67
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED .
Sublet
ror
December 15 or sooner . 616 S .
Washington . Call Irene , 54~3227 .
TI42Ba65

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE for
spring in 4· bedroom house. Share

~~Of~lg-J;:'~iJ1i~~~~~~~.

evenings .

~

type.

Cattact :

Jarnet1e Smith
Daily EgyPtian
Business Office

PERSONS 18 AND 'OVER needed
to usher during Xmas break . $5 per
28 . To Si~t up.

even~ s tarts Dec .

~~~e f~~ltt1~:~~ ~~~' 1l~1 ~~

Nov . 19 . Sorry . no SIU raculty ·
stafr.
B7686C63

Rooms

N. MARKET, MARION

FOR

NEW NIKKOR 135mm 2.8 ana
16mm full · rrame fisheye lenses .
First ca ller with $295 lakes bol h.
439-6826 in Benton .
TIqAf64

Summer·

IMMEDIAlE OPENING

FANTASY SHOPPE

tape : 25 per cent of cover price for
paperback s . Wuxtry. 404 S .
Illinois . 54~5516
TI20Af66

KOWA SIX MM black with 85mm
f2·8 Kowa . Still under warranty .
Also : Omega B·22 XI complete.
, Like new . Ca ll Cape Gi rardeau
t-3.!4) ·J35..3757.
TI4IAf66

JUBS .

S5OO-1200 monthly . Expenses paid.
si ~hlseeing . Free mfo . · write :
Inlprnatinnal Job Center . Dept
SG . Box 4490. Berke ley. CA 94704 .
743 1C66

MJst work Spring Semester

1971 CHEV '. TON PICKUP . 3·

~~' =~. Excellent condition .

OVERSEAS

~e;~i~!Ii~~dA~~~~C .\n"lm~:]

SEARS BEST "FREE SPIRIT"
10· SPD
quality
com ponent s.
Re y nolds tubing . aluminum
wheels . etc . Paid $235 .00, asking
SIOO.OO firm . 457·2817 aHt:r 6:00
TI33Ai63
LIKE
EW 10·SPEED Schwinn
Continental with extras , SI25. Call
Jayme. 687 ·3017 in p .m . or 53&TI9t
in a .m .
TITlAi64

~1I'J~'k~i~~a~~~\Ced

$3O/rTlCJ"lth

1st 2 rTlCJ"lths free

ROYAL RENTALS
549-0541 or 457-4422

Bicycles

IOx55 TWO B~DROOM F U R·
NISHED . air cond .. all appliances .
good cond . . close to campus . 54~
61:11
TI06Ac63

' 67
MERCURY
COUGAR ·
RELIABLE transportation . Small
V8 with many new parts. $525. Call
54~ .

Mobile Home Lots
GERMAN S HEPARDS . C HAM ·
PIONSHfP bloo d line . AKC
~~tgrie red c~li~~~2~~d Price :

7587Be71

ROO MATE WANTED-SPRING .
Own room . S84 .oo monlh. clean.
quiet. Call Mark . Rich . 549·8260
after 5 :00.
7664Be63

MARRIAGE COUPLE COUN ·
SELING. Youth and Parent

Counselin~ . no char~e . call the
~nter ror Human Development,

",,9-4411 , 549-4451.

B7367J63C

LPN'S FOR FULL or P.3rHime.
Weekend shirts avaIlable if
desired . Openings in DuQUOin and
Chester nursing homes . Call 54~
8331 for information .
RESEARCHER WANTS TO in·
lerview childless couples who have
made Ihe decision 10 have or not
to ha ve children . 510.00 'ircr couple

h~~~ ~;i~:~rf;rti~TI !on L7~d1~

Kamens . 5.'!6-2301 X248 or 985-4374.
BTII8C71

WANTED :
f'EMALE
BAR·
TENDERS and waitresses. Apply
in person at the S .1. Bowl (CooCOO'S I, belween noon and 6 p.m .
S.1. Bowl, New Rt. 13. ca~~~

.-----

RESIDE!liT .

----------CARBON DALE .

~~m;'~e~o "s~~en.a~rtmen~:~:~

rent. plus responsi cm-I.Y for
Women s Cenler every third night.
11 : 00 p . m . 10 8 : 00 a . m . Com·
mitlmenl
to
"omen
and
cooperative personal it)' essential.
Experience In crisis Intervention
prererred. Applications available
at Women ' s Center . 408 W.
~~~::::I~ : 549·421 5. AP8~~~

n :TOK t'OR A.,,\IMAL Industries

:J32 . Genetics. Call 457·7603.
7726F&4

DRUMMER FOR COOL Dreams.
experienced in all styles . No
creeps. 549-4989.
n01F66

SER\'It.:ES

LOST FROM ROXANNE. Speaker
Cat. somewhat large gray . while
" alley cal" . large ear:; and pink
nose. tr vou have any information
on this hl2/lly domesticated beast.
please can 457·24R
n03G&I

REWARD ' RECOVERY OR in·
[ormation to recovery . Blue
leal her coat lost at Della ' s Jab ·
ber .... ock Fred. 45i ·:>-165.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
save Q'l YaJr hard or Softens
supplies. Send for free sample

n29G63

of your favorile solulion .
Enclose 2Sc for pas~ and
handling. Price lisl will also be
sen I. CarlIad Lens SuppI ies,
Box 7~, Phoenix, AZ 85011 .

multilith serviCes. Town·Gown-

~:~~nd~f~n~~~lil ~18 :74:i~'t

Call Us
ANO TO HE LP

you

THROUGH

T~ I

MARRIAGE
COU PLE
COUNSELING · no charge, call the

~e~~v~~~~an Dev~=~~

S

GI VE

you

COM

COUNSEL I N G

OF

AN Y

E '(PE ~I E NeE WE
PlETE

.

OUIofAn""" 8EFOQE ANOAF rEg THE
PROCEDURE
8ECAUSE

we

MAGA

MUSEUM SHOP

OQE

Call collect 314· 99H)505
(X toll free
~327-9880

Art Reproductions-

Jewelry · Christmas
Ornaments & cards
Toys - Selected Gifts
Hours M-F 1~
Faner North

WANT TYPING TO do. 54~ 4370.
B7677E79C

QUICK, HIGH QUAUTY
OFFSET PRINTED COPES

!IS

low

!IS

1.25 cents per

0JfIY - 1000 quanHty frtm
orlgll1lll. 100 CDpIes for $.4.

one

SOO
. for sa.35. Choice of severa I
peper styles and colen.

ALSO AVAILABlE
THESES .net
DlSSERTAl10NS
copied

peper

RI DES NEEDED
TWO NEED RIDE Evansville .
Friday or Sunday . Share gas .
driving. Call 457-49t8 arterU~

o-nIgN SIrYIce
A......

Cost

Q'l deIIn white
Q'l band capier .

RI DERS
(' -____________
WANTED - J)
GREAhT~:2~v~~~~t
II;J1U. ~"" . ''''''''0'101 or Plaza Records.
THE

20 lb.

Mark Marcucci's goal won the
By JIm Misuna.
game ror Team Canada, after the
Sladeat..Wrlter
The "Canadians" rule SI U' s team had trailed ror most of the
men 's intramural noor hockey contest.
" Both goalies held their respec·
playorrs again this year as Canadian
Club and Team Canada , last tive teams in the game," Warner
season 's champs and runners·up, said. " I just couldn 't believe some or
ha ve advanced to Thursda y's the saves they were making out
championship game at Pulliam there."
Mark Beaupre had given James
Gym .
Both teams dereated three roes to

~~ia~oCI~hbe i; 9~orr;~r r:~:1 J::~ :
Team Cana da is 8-0.
Canadia n Club dereat eo .. ,~
Chee<:h Wizards 11 ·1. then beat the
Gi nks 5· 1. berore vanquishing Delta
l psilon &-1 in Sunda y' s semifinals,
Team
Ca nada
beat
Ihe
Headhunters a nd Bombers by
identical 8·1 scores . Ihen beat the
James Gang Aborigines 2·1 in
doublc-ov",rlime in the tournaments '
mosl exciting game.

the 'goal. It looked like that goal
would ....in the game ror James
"ang.
Bul with less than three minutes
lert in Ihe game. Beaupre was
.... histled ror a IWD-minute penalty .
Team Canada had their chance and
took advantage.
Paul Cassidy lied the gam e .... ilh a
4(Hool shot thaI whistled into Ihe
upper leC! corner o[ the goal
Marcucci a5.~i~ted on Ihe goal.

7355P64C

by Jim Mlsunas
" The courst' was a challl'n!(l ng
Student Wri~r
one ." said advanced winner J a mes
Kathy Sharpe won lhe advanced Bt!rtz. Hert z. a Carbondale natIve.
orienteeri ng women 's competition placed six lh in last years men's t9,
for the second const'Cu tive vear as 20 year-old national orienteering
six winners earned trophies In SI 's meel at Hastings. Mich. Hertz is
intramural meet he ld Salurday a l also Illinois ' 1976 Slate bicyling
the Touch eX Na lure Environmental champ. He won that meet lasl sum ·
Center (Camp LitLie Giant> .
mer in Rockford. III.
Sharpe. a senior in zoology . won
the 7. I·kilometer red course with a
" The course wa.' well set up. "
time of I: 29: SO. That bellered her agreed women ' s cha mp Kalhy
winning time of last yea r (1 : 57: 55)
Sharpe. " There were several ways
by nearl) thirt y m inutes .
to get to each checkpoint," she said.
Orienteering. which tests a par· . Both Hertz and Sharpe said they
were 'distracted in nalure's sellin!!
ticipants skill at finding checkpoints
00 a marked course by using a map
and compass. winners in three
cJasses---bel!inning, novice and ad·
vanced·were dedded in the meet .
James Hertz. a senior in pelitical
The SIU Rugby Club ended its fall
science, woo the advanced men 's
season Saturday with a 15-4 victory
course with tim e of 68: 20.
over Eastern Illinois. In regular
Gary Stratton. a commercial
season play, the rugget's finished
graphics design major . won th 4·
with a 4·3-1 record. and an overall
kilometer "orange" novice men's
record of &-7-1. SIU was 2+1 in tour'
divisioo with a time or 62: 00. Holly
nament play.
Hartmann. a freshman from Pratt,
Kan. . woo the women's novice with
Pi:~h~~?x~~a~ertf~a~::Uts~
a posted lom e or n: 35.
scored first when John Shell scored
Jeff Singer and Claudia Kobylan' a penalty try when he ran around
ski woo the men's and women's
right end 10 minutes into the game.
beginning course of 2.2 kilometers
Jim Elderton added the two-point
conversion kick ror a IHllead.
with times or 30: 40 and 63: 30.

'Daily ~tian

NEED SOME
EXTRA MONEY?

JIFFY PRINT
Sauttt Illinois
451-Tr.rJ.

«)3

or the

" We still score lhe most gools in
the league , but the other !p.ams are
getting better ." Arlington said .
" They 're improving all the time ."

by man·made dislurbances during
lhe day. Sharpe said that there was
a policeman in the woods saying
there was 10 be " no hunting" in the
area. Hert z said that at L'le southernmasl poinl eX the course he was
"dive'bombed" by airplanes "test·
landing" at a open field jusl a rew
hundred yards away .
One participant was apparently
surprised she won her division. "I
thought I was slow." said novice
winner Holly Hartmann, " but it
~ru:":,t the course's rault, I just got

Eastern came back berore the
first ha Ir ended to score a try, but
missed the conversion, and trailed
6-4.

In the second haU, EI"""loo added
three field goals. aU penalty kicks of
25.30, and 25 yards to insure StU's
victory.
Practice ror the spring seasoo
begins the second week of
February. TIle rugger's first game
of the spring season will be on the
first weekend in March.

Dete: _ _ _ Amount Enclosed: _ _ _

Phcn!'

CLASSIFIED ADVERTlSING RATE: 10e per word MINIMUM fl'rst issue,
51.50 (any ad not exceeding 15 words), 10% discount if ad n.A1S twice, 20%
discount If ad runs three or four issues, 30'% discount for S-9Issues, ~ fur10-19 issues, 50% for 20. ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTlSING MUST BE PAID
IN ADVANCE UNLESS ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT , HAS BEEN
MAINTAINED. Please count every word. Take appropriate discount.

~~~~~pand d~~~2

WEDDING PHOTOS BY ChicagDtrained rashion pholographer .
Carbondale area . Reasonable
rates. Call54~2954 , 4-tO p.m.

DEADLI NES: 3:00 p.m., day prior to pubiicatiO'l.

7663E78

STUDENT PAPERS, THESES.
books typed . Highest quality ,
guarantee(! no errors ; plus Xerox

r,MJ',r~~\ ~~ tl:~i~~II~~::~~'I~

Mllil to:

B7670E78C

=.:=.

First Date Ad
To Appear:
For Daily Egyptian Use Only:
Rea!ipt No
Amaunt Paid
Taken By
Approyed By

BuIldIng

SauIMm ..... ~
c.bondI!Ie. L 12101

~W~Ce ~~h~~~r ~~
anrdiSser1atlOIlS. Check quality at

Graduate School. 549-3850.
7650E77C

Special instructions:
__
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"We haven't scored as many goals

~~~ri~i~~ r!f[!because

CI••1tIed AdvertIeIng Order form

Address :

TYPING :
EXPERIENCED
TYPIST ror any rast , accurate

...... WHOEVER TOOK MY brier~ase
outside Southern Hills t22 no . 5
please return at leasl my Ihesis
=tr~~i:~ed~nd pens . No

said.

~1

Name:

1)pIng GIl
. . 8IIdrIc

~~~:,mra~~:~~as~l~r~~:.

Ruggers beat EIU in finale

Maets Graduate
SdIooI Requirements

WANTD

~:~gg~t3~l:::r;:tl:a'! :S~sf:t:

In the overtime, Bob Sits, ODe of
the Jams' Gana top playen, fouled
out. Later in the IIeCOnd overtime
Marcucci won the game. James and
Bob Warner auisted 011 the goal.
"We've got the best der_ In the
league," Warner said. " We're really
playina well right DOW . Everyone
Improved a great deal since the
start or the year. We're laing to be
ready Thursday."
" It been a tougher year ror our

Six u:inners in intramural orienteering

~~~5~SES, t~~~nSg~~~~:':~~;d

NEED AN ABORTION?

Team Canada, Canadian -CIu set
to meet in 1M floor hockey final

D~E.

A
B
C
D
E

-

For Sele
For Rent
Help Wanted
EmpIovment Wanted
Servioes Wanted

TYPE OF ADVERnE_1T
_ _ F· Wanted
_ _ G - Lost
_ _ H - Found
_ _ I - Enter1alrwnent
_ _ J • AnncunoI!ments

__
__
__
__

K • Auctions & Seles
L - AntkJa
M . Bus/,....JlPPor1Un1t1es
N· F,...,..

_ _ 0 - Rides N..ted
_ _ P-RIdIn~

CLASSIFIEDS

CAN t£lP YOU SEll
ALMOST ANYTHNG
CHECK YOUR AD AFTER IT APPEARS! The DIIIIy Egyptian will be,..,...1bIe
for only one Inc:orTeCt publication.
Daily EgyptI8n. ~ 17. 1976.
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W om en spik ers -f inish-.f ourtlt
•
In
state tournament action
By Dan lI~un
Daily Eg,vptian Sports Wrltrr
When the volle yball season
started. Sill Coach Debbie Hunter
said the team had a goal oC finishing
in the top three in the state tour·
nament.
The volleyball team had a good
season. finishing 23-18. but Cell one
notch shy oC that goal by placing
fourth in the state tournament last
Saturday at Illinois State.
" We accomplished an awCul lot
this year. " Hunter said . " I think
many teams in ,he state are aware
oC us now "
The-ll ni versi ty of lIIinois·Chicago
Ci rcle won the tournament for the
Courth s traIght year. while the host
team , Illinoi s State came in second .
Western Illinoi s beat thE' Salukis for
the No . 3 spot .
A Courth place finish in the s tatl' is
nothing to be ashamed or. but what
made the loss really s ting was the
ract that the top three team s ad ·
vanced to the regionals.
The Sa luki s s tarted Cast in the

~~~i~~ C~?;~~oonSt~:e \~~;nl~~e:n~

handing Bradley a dereat by the
same score .
In their third match oC the da y. the
Salukis finally Cell to Illinois t5-1t.
t5 ·7. On Saturday morning the
Salukis went up against the heavily ·
favored DePaul team .
"Everybody was talking about

Kim Paul of the SI U women's gymnastics team performs on the uneven bars. The team finished third in
the Collegiate Classic meet held last weekend in the
Arena. Paul is a freshman from Long Beach, Calif.
(Staff photo by Marc Galassini)

Hall of Fame pitcher Lenlon
picked to manage White Sox
CHICAGO IAP) - Bob Lemon . a oC baseball's great hitting pitchers
hard -throwing righthander who
pitched his way into baseball 's Hall =~er~~e c~~t~~~.;, ~!~~~a~~~~
oC Fame. Tuesday was named runs.
manager oC the Chicago White Sox .
Lemon managed the Kansas City
White Sox President Bill Veeck Royals Cor three seasons beCore
made the announcement while departing in 1972 and spent last
propped in a wheelchair at Illinois season as a coach with the American
Masonic Medical Center where he League champion New York
will undergo cervical surgery Yankees .
Thursday to relieve pressure on his
" Bob is Inc type oC manager we
neck nerves .
need at this stage oC game ." said
Wearing a brown robe with gold Veeck . whose White Sox Cinished
polka dots. Veeck said Lemon will last in the American League West .
succeed Paul Richards who " Wh ile last season was not a
managed the team last season which com plet e disaster. he is the type or
marked Veeck 's return to baseball man who can do the job."
when he Cormed a syndicate to
Veeck said the White Sox would
purchase the Sox.
Richards. 67. will remain with the like to sign some oC the high -priced
Cree
agents in baseball but the
White Sox as a consultant. •
prospects don' t appear too good.
Lemon. 56, has spent 38 years in
"We made some o((ers with
proCessional baseball and was a ~ money we don 't have and that's the
game winner seven times with the best kind oC money to orrer. " joked
Cleveland Indians.
Veeck .
Lemon was selected on seven All ·
" U we can get a couple oC those
Star teams and played in two World
Series. In 1948 when Veeck owned players. we might scare hell out oC
the Cleveland Indians. Lemon won somebody ." said Lemon . ' 'I'm
two games while helping the Indians happy with lheyoung arms we have .
deCeat the Boston Braves in the On paper you're always a helluva
World Series.
club. But we have young bodies and
Lemon spent his entire major youth is always unpredictable .
league playing career with the In- Sometimes a light goes on in the
winter and suddenly you have a kid
who matures and goes on to become
outfielder. Lemon was known as one a start Cor year."

~~~!::a:~~il~ss!s~~~vo:rt~

Ohio State and
Michigan set
for slwot-out

ho ..... good DePaul ..... as. and nobody
was saying a nything about SIl·."
liunt er said.
Sit s tunned the DePaul Blue
Demons in a tight match 15·6. !H5.
15·7.
" We played real good against
DePaul. and I ..... as hoping ..... 1' could
maintain that kind oC play against
1St'. " Hunter said .
lIIinnis State. the tournaments No .
I seed . proved too tough Cor the
Salukis . knocking them orr in
straight games t5-8. t5·6.
The loss shoved the Salukis into a
match against Western Illinois to
determinE' the third and Courth place
team The ..... inners ..... ould go on to
the regionals . the losers would pack
their bags a nd ..... ail till next year .
Tbe Salukis have alwavs had
trouble with Western IllinOis. and

15-3,

16' 1" win.

" I couldn 't understand what was
happening," Hunter said. reCerring
to the t5-3 first !lame slaughter.
What really shocked the Salukis.
ho ..... ever. was that they had a I()'I
lead in the second game. only to
watch it .slip away. and l'ventually
comE' up empty handed .
. " You can '!. really blame any
smg le player . she said. " We 're just
looki ng Corward to n('xt yea~
already"
With . some oC the key players
returntng . the Salukis can look
forward to nl':\( season . and set their
!(oals even higher .
Chicago·Circle and Illinois State
battled for the s tatl' title in thl' Cinal
match Saturday . Chicago·Circle
their Irollhl"c;: r nnfin UM as \\'"..:.I"'"n won 15· to. t2·15. 15-8.

••••••
*** •••••••••••
MOTOR OIL CARRY OUT
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Trop-Artic By the Case
24 !\uarts - 515.00
Phillip's 66 - 512.18
Umque - SS.46 '.

221 N. Ill,

•

457-2616

plus sales tax

HICK S PHILL!PS 66

S~nts1tKev
LOCXG.

CHICAGO t AP )-The Michigan·
Ohio State conCrontation at
Columbus to determine the Big
Ten's Rose Bowl representative
Saturday figures to be another low ·
scoring . slam-bang aCCair according
to coaches Bo Schembechler oC
Michigan and Woody Hayes oC Ohio
State.
" I look Cor a tYl,>ical Michigan·
Ohio State contest,' SchembechlCl'
told Chicago Football Writers
1\tesday in a telephone interview.
" It'll depend on the breaks and
who makes the Cewest mistakes."
added Bo. " 1t' 1I be hotly contested.
hard hitting with great plays. It
could be highscoring but I doubt it. "
Hayes concurred a nd said.
"Coaches are the most pragmatic
people in the world and they do what
has worked Cor them . It'll be a low
scorin~ game.
"We ve studied one another pretty
well, " said Hayes. "Both teams
have good defenses and it will be
difficult to sU'P.rise each other."
Hayes said 'The home field is a
definite advantage " but SchambechlCl' was not as assertive.
"The home field always is an advantage but not as much in this
game as it nonnally would be." said
Bo. " The game Simply means too
much."
Hayes said he would play for a tie.
depending on the situation and time
left in the game because "a tie
would give us the Big Ten championship and that's what it' s all
about. '
A tie would give Ohio State a HH
record. the conference cham·
pionship and a trip to the Rose
Bowl.

lfwell

Tonight
IS

ladies Night
60~

Mixed Drinks
2 5~ Drafts

520 E. Main

7-11 p.m,

549-9555

Dlisrass
r-

Coine to the Fass
for FREE tonight!

Chariott
Free admission!

Happy Hour

2-6 p.m.

with 30~ drafts-45~ 8peedrail-25~ pean~ts

714 S. III.

Starting Sunday, No'vember 1 4

New Store

ended the Salukl st'ason with a

Hours

For Christmas

8:30-8:30 M-f 8:30-5:30 S~t. 12:00-5:00 Sun.

.

And In the Keller

Fr'e d-Poindexter'
Drink Special

Cuba Libre's
Rum.
)
( Coke &
Lime

50~

Valley teams turn on offense;
Tulsa still leads conference
The defenses took the day otr
around the Valley last weekend as
the oCCenses rolled and pili!d up
points like there was no tomorrow in
almost all 0( the games a Valley
team played in.
TIlt! wildest game played was
West Texas State's shoot out win
aver Northeast Louisana by the
skyscraping score of 58-41. West
Texas ga ined 663 yards, 566 on the
ground which is the highest tOlal of
any major college team for one
game this season. TIle Buffaloes
also had three runners with over a
100 yards for the da y.
While that was going on in Texas,
Tulsa was using an awesome aerial
attack to knock off Drake, 45-20. The
game featured the top two passers
in the Valley, Ron Hickerson of
Tulsa and Jeff Martin of Drake.
Hickerson gOl the better of it. but
Martin set a career record for
Drake for completions,
In 0I1ler games, Indiana State
beat Wichita State, 20-17 and Fresno
State humiliated ew Mexico State
44~,

Tulsa was ranked twelfth last
week by the UPI coaches poll, but
wasn' t ranked in the AP writers
poll, Tulsa's game against Wichita
State this Saturday has been selec-

ted as part 0( ABC-TV's regional

is fourth in kick scoring with 20 ex-

telecast.
This is the last weekend of full
schedule in the Valley as five of the
seven tearns close out their seasons,
TIle only remaining game will pit
Tulsa against West Texas State and
the winner will probably win the
Valley title
Tulsa is undefeated in the Valley,
having won twice, ew Mexico is
second with a 2-1 record and West
Texas is 1-1,
Andre Herrera' s 1,4:1) yards on
the ground s till ranks him second in
the nation for tOlal rushing yards ,
and his 143 yards per game doubles
the total 0( J eff Haney of Drake,
who is the cl ose s t runner to
Herrera.
Herrera has scorlod 74 points on 12
touchdowns and one two-point convers ion. Closest to him is Robert
Forbes , a placekicker from Drake
with 56 points.
And Herrera is third in total offense this week, being edged out by
the fine performance by Martin of
Drake. Hickerson leads In that
catpgory .
Steve Mick re mained fourtil in
punting average, and Dan Brown is
still tied for third in interceptions
with three steals, a nd Ke n Seaman

tra points and nve field goals,
SIU dropped in most team
statistics last week as a result 0( the
thrashing from Bowling Green,
Ranked first in rushing otrense and
scoring, before Saturday's game
this week the Salukis are second in
rushing behind West Texas State,
and dropped to fourth in scoring, As
a result. the team dropped a notch
to fourth in tOlal O(fense,
SI U remained second in scoring
defense, despite Bowling Green's 35
points, but dropped to fourth in total
defense . Strangely, the Salukis
moved up in passing defense t.o
second but dropped to fourth in
rushi~ defense.

Ping-pongers crowned
Table tennis champions were
recently announced by the Women's
Intramural Office.
In women-s singles, Helen Meyer
defeated Jeri HO(fman in the best
lwo-oot-d-three match, 21-11 and 21 14. Meyer teamed with Judy Seger
to win the women 's doubles com petition over Thea Breite-Mauri
Kohler, 21-10 and 21-16.
Four teams were entered in
mixed doubles , and again Meyer

and teammate Dill Boryk emerged
victorious over Maryanne O ' Malley
and Bill Cleary, 21-7, 18-21 and 21-5.
In men' s singles, Wakeel ldewu
defeated KoCi Agbley, 21-10 and 21 Ia. Idewu eme rged as the champion
from a field of 32 contestants,
Fourteen teams competed in
men's doubles. In a close contest ,
Shariffudin Mohamed and Hussain
Othman beat Mujib Mumuni and
Wakeel Idewu, 22-20 and 21-18,
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Wednesday is Mexican Night
3 Enchiladas
3 Taco
3 Tamale
13.95
3 Burrito
5 Chili Relleno
All yoo can ~ Mexican plate. taco. burrito
enchilada. tamale. rice. refried beans. sopaipilla
ENCHILADA -01 NNER. rice. retried beans.
sopaipilla
TACO DINNER. rice retried beans. sopaipilla
BURRITO DINNER. rice. retried beans. sopaipilla
CHI LI RELLENO DI NNER . rice. retrtea
beans. sopaipilla
MEXICAN STEAK (8 oz, Ribeye. marinated)
served with rice. retried beans. sopaipilla
Order of Sapalpilia (4)
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Mark Peals trom defended his
champions hip in SlU 's intramural
cross country run Monday by win ning the three-mile race with a time
ri 14: 10. Ed Zeman's time of \4: 14
placed him second. BOIh winners
received trophies and turkeys.
Theresa Burgard won the twom ile women' s course with a time of
13: OS. She also received a trophy
and a turkey .
Jackie Lott won a turkey by best
predicting her finish time. Lot was
rif twent y seconds faster than her
predicted time of 14: 40.
Thirty-two men and 17 women
participated in the " turkey trot"

A group of runners chU9 up a hill by the Arena In the
intramural turkey trot held Ncrday_ The winners
received trophies and early Thanksgiving turkeys for
their efforts_ (Staff photo by Peter Zimmennan)

~5up.r";

NFL Standings
_ NATIONAL CONFERENCE
EIISI.enl DlvWoa

1M runners
nab turkeys
in yearly 'trot'

Live Entertainment
Friday an~ Saturday

1.85

1,45
1.45
1.45
1.45

3.15
3.50
2.115
2.15

2.115

4.5D
1.25

For those of you
That want the finest sound
In A bookshelf speaker

Passing atta'c k attracted Evans -to S'U
By RJdl Korda

.

DaRy' EIYJI&Iu Sprts W'iliter
When R~ DemJ)liey toot over the
coaching reins at SIU. he said that his
teams would throw the ball more than
past SIU teams. He had an abundance
of quarterbacks, and two little-known
freshman.
One of them is Reggie Evans, who has
started tbe last three
, and will

start the fmal game 01 the season
Saturday against Marshall niversity in
Huntington, W. Va.
Evans looted impressive the first
three games that be played, tlut had a
tough time against Bowling Green last
Saturday in SIU's 35 defeat.
He completed only three of 11 passes
for 27 yards and was sacked three times .
" It was a bad day on my part." Evans
said Tuesday before practice. "I just
wasn 't concentrating . The receivers
were ol;M!n a couple times. but I just
didn't hit them . It was just a let down on
my part. "
"They (Bowling Ggreen ) had a pretty
good defensive line. and they were
shooting their linebackers a lot. " he
said. " Other than that . I had good
protection."
Evans was taken out of the game in

~ll~!rdA <m~~e~h~~dl~~I.a~~a~ !~~
back in the game and finished it out.
" I didn 't think I would go back in. but I
stood on the sidelines and paid attention
to what was going on so I wouldn't be lost
if I did go back in the game." said the 6-

O. 170 pound quarterback.

was going to start agianst NIU until two
Evans is currently bitting 40 per cent days before the game.
o( his passes. ( 12 of :l) for 221 yards.
"Once I started playing with the first
" I don 't think I've been playmg up to team in practice. I felt I was going to
my ability." he sa id. " I can playa lot start. " I was surprised in a way.
better."
becauSe I didn 't know if Coach Dempsey
He started his first game in the 54-0 would start a freshman or not."
Homecoming win over Northern Illinois.
Evans was an All-City quarterback fo.r
"I was a little nerv'ous in that game Simeon High School in Chicago. His
but not too much in tlje last two." Evans senior year. he led the team to the
said.
Chicago quarterfinals but lost the game.
The first game he played this year was
Although he wasn 't heavily recruited
in the closing minutes of the loss to by the Ohio St~tes and Michigans. " a lot
Arkansas State Oct. 16.
of .schools were trying to get me." he
" Coach (Joel ) Spiker told me that I saId.
was the No. 3 quarterback for that game
"But I came here because Coach
so I thought that I would play some of the Dempsey was from the pros. He talked
game."
about passing. and that's the thing I like
And play he did. He led the Salukis on to do most. Other schools were running
a 48-yard march downfie ld. only to be more options."
intercepted in the end zone to thwa rt
the dri ve.
" I wasn 't satis fied with that last se:~~ ~~Js.o~f:sm~a~tsg~o ~~~~ ~~
the year as a winner .
pass ." he said.
' 'I'm going to gi~ my all this game,"
But the next week . he was called to
start. The week before the game. he he said. " I want us to finish with a good
( 7-4) . but es pecially I want tlie '
record
played with the No. 1 team in practice
although Dempsey didn 't tell him that he seniors to leave with a good record ."

Saluki slate

_

Thunday
7 : 30 p.m . -Ba s ke tball inlrasquad game at Herrin High
School.
Saturday
1::l) p.m .-Foolball vs . Mar '
shall at Huntington. W. Va.
Men ' s
swimmin g-Min e r
Relays at Rollo. Mo.
Monday
Men 's cross counlry-N CAA
national championships at North
Texas State University in Denton.
Tex.
Nov. 26
Men's gymnastics - Midwest
Open at Chicago, III.
Basketball vs. Missouri at SI.
Louis Classic in SI. Louis Arena
( 7: :l) p.m .)
Nov. 29
7: 30 p.m . -Bask e lball vs.
William Jewell a t SIU Are na.

'Daily 'Egyptian

8ports

The .men's basketball squad isn't ~ only cage team
preparing for the upcoming season. The 1NOITlen,
coached by "fNJ" Weiss, have been practicing for a
few weeks. Above, SUe Schaeffer (24) heads for the

net as Jane Evers (13) sets a pick In front of Lynn
Williams and Dawn Cooper. (Staff photo by LInda
Henson)

Stupidity and greed may destroy baseball
:::::::::::;:

w~:;'~~'~~~e3.gent draft is over and the bidding
A few days after the draft a couple weeks ago. the
Boston Red Sox signed fonner Minnesota Twin
reliever Bill Campbell for a reported $1 million for
four years. Considering that Campbell is still basically a non-proven pitcher, it follows that other
players like Reggie Jackson and Don Gullett are sure
to get even lalJer amounts.
The players fIgure that it's smart to try and get all
the money they can while they have a chance. But it's
not smart-it's stuJtid.
Baseball. (and the'three other major sports for that
matter). has been goi~ to the dogs the last few years .
and the speed is start~ to pick up.
People have been saYIng that the day is going to
come when something will have to be done about the
exorbitant salaries that clubs are paying to their
athletes.
No one knows when it will happen . but I d.on·t think
that it's very far off-especiaUy in baseball.
The free agent or ' ~try " draft is sure to bring
that day closer.
Two years ago, Andy Messersmith 01 the California
Angels. played out his option. Arbitrator Peter Seitz
deClared Messersmith Cree to negotiate with lillY club.
Two federal jl,ldges upheld the decision, and the flood
gates were opeued. For the ijrst time in the history o(
the sport, players were able to play out their option
and move without
traded.
It was caJled a landmark decision, but I call it a
stupid decision. One that is going to do more to change
the c:oune 01. the ~e than anything else.
Owner CharIie.Ji1DIey 01. the Odland A's will
probably r.e six pJayen in tile f~ent draft. Or be

bei.

~a DIiRy ~ ......... 17. 19M
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Korch
on Sports
By Rick Korch
Sports Editor
" picked clean" as he calls it.
He said that it would cost him $6 million in bonuses
to get his players back- that's before salaries. But he
seems not to care that much-{)thers will follow in the
next three years. he says.
Twenty-four players played out their options this
year. " If you thought 24 was a lot, just wait." Finley
said.
But he added, "I don 't blame the players- it's the
stupidity of the owners. You 'lI see baseball owners
goin~ bankrupt. "
Bankruptcy isn't all that will hurt the owners. The
fans who pay the salaries aren 't going to take much
more.
" The fans are fed up." Finley said . " I hear it all the
time."
Finley has turned out to be wrong in the past , but he
isn't along in his views this time.
Calvin Griffith , the owner of the Twins. and an
owner who can afford the salaries. but doesn 't pay
them. said; "I 'm the onlr club owner that now has a
payroll we can live on. I m not going to make any of
them (tbe free agents ) a millionaire."
Way to go. Calvin. H there were more owners like
you and Charlie 0 ., (and Bob Howsam. the president
01 the Cincinnati Reck who ClieID't participate in the

>

draft> then tJasebaJl would be better off.
But other owners aren 't about to change. It's just
the sport of professional baseball that is going to
change. Look for somethi~ drastic to happen in the
next year-it can't hold off much longer.
Easy thousand
"Yalter Payton. the fleet-footed running back of the
ChIcago Bears. became the first player in the National
Football League to clear 1.000 yards this season when
he picked up 109 yards in the B4:ars 24-13 win over the
Packers last Sunday.
Payton becomes the first Bear since Gale Sayers to
do so, and becomes almost a sure bet to break Sayers
club record of 1.231 yards in one season. Payton has.
to average only 56 yards in thp. final four games to do
so.
Bu.t if Payton were playing in the old days when
the hash marks were further apart. he m'ight not
have 1.000 yards right now.
That 's not to cut the man down . Payton is a fine
ruMer. maybe the best in football right now , but
moving the hash marks closer to the center of the field
allows more runniJ1g room .
Sayers. wbe-pl:iyed before the hash marks were
moved . recently said that !!lany runners are getting
extra .yards because of the changing of the hash
marks .
It was only a few years ago that almost a dozen
players 'gained 1.000 yards ih a season. With four
games to go. it looks like about that many will reach
1.000 again .
An asterisk should probabiy be put after the records
thatio into the boob. but that's not very likely. Rules
chaOle and so do the records.

